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ABSTRACT
This study was designed in an effort to investigate the effects
of shading by open-pile structures on Spartina alterniflora density.
2
Spartina alterniflora density (number of stems / 0 . 1 m )  was measured 
at points beneath and adjacent to 35 piers in the York River Estuary, 
Virginia, and surrounding areas. A computer program was developed to 
determine the total number of hours that each point is shaded by the 
nearby structure during a growing season. Correlation coefficients 
were calculated to determine the relationship between shade duration 
and vegetation density at each structure. Correlation coefficients 
covered a wide range (+0.03 to -0.93) with a majority (60%) falling 
between -0.70 and -0.93, indicating a relatively strong inverse 
relationship overall. Examination of the data indicates that the wide 
range of correlation coefficients may be due to a threshold 
phenomenon, and that a more refined measurement that can account for 
temporal differences in light intensities reaching vegetation as well 
as the response of a plant to the light that it receives may result in 
greater predictive powers. Results suggest that the computer program 
developed for this study can be used in a prospective manner to make 
realistic recommendations regarding the construction of open-pile 
structures to minimize vegetation loss beneath and adjacent to them.
EFFECTS OF SHADING BY OPEN-PILE STRUCTURES 
ON THE DENSITY OF SPARTINA ALTERNIFLORA.
2INTRODUCTION
The values of wetland ecosystems have been, and continue to be, 
documented by a growing body of research. Many authors have 
enumerated the significant ecological, economic, recreational, and 
aesthetic values of wetlands (Teal and Teal 1969; Gosselink, Odum, and 
Pope 1974; Larson 1982; Tiner 1984). Recognizing that these values 
are important in terms of public health and safety, as well as 
economic well being, the federal government and many states have 
enacted legislation aimed at protecting wetlands through regulation of 
activities that impact them.
The state of Virginia regulates activities in its tidal wetlands 
primarily through its Wetlands Act of 1972. In its declaration of 
policy, Virginia's Wetland Act uses some of the most widely accepted 
wetland values as the rationale for preserving its tidal wetlands. 
Section 62.1-13.1 of the Code of Virginia states that:
...Continued destruction of Virginia's coastal wetlands will 
greatly contribute to the pollution of the Commonwealth's 
rivers, bays and estuaries; will diminish the abundance of 
Virginia's marine and inland animals and waterfowl, finfish, 
shellfish and flora as sources of food, employment and 
recreation for the people of Virginia; will increase hazards 
associated with floods and tidal storms; and will accelerate
3erosion and the loss of lands productive to the economy and the 
well-being of our citizens.
Therefore, in order to protect the public interest, promote the 
public health, safety and the economic and general welfare of 
the Commonwealth, and to protect public and private property, 
wildlife, marine fisheries and the natural environment, it is 
declared to be the public policy of this Commonwealth to 
preserve the wetlands and to prevent their despoilation and 
destruction and to accommodate necessary economic development in 
a manner consistent with wetlands preservation.
Virginia requires that a permit be obtained in order to "use or 
develop" a tidal wetland (Sec. 62.1-13.5 sec 4 of the Code of 
Virginia). However, some activities in these wetlands are exempt from 
Virginia's permitting process. One of these exemptions is for the 
construction of open-pile structures. Section 62.1-13.5 sec. 3 of the 
Code of Virginia states:
The following uses of and activities on wetlands are permitted, 
if otherwise permitted by law:
(a) The construction and maintenance of noncommercial catwalks, 
piers, boathouses, boat shelters, fences, duckblinds, wildlife 
management shelters, footbridges, observation decks and shelters 
and other similar structures; provided that such structures are 
so constructed on pilings as to permit the reasonably 
unobstructed flow of the tide and preserve the natural contour 
of the wetlands...
This exemption for the construction of open-pile structures is 
intended to provide for preservation of the affected wetland by
4minimizing the effects of the presence of the structure on the 
hydrology and the topography of the area. However, to presume no 
detrimental effects of these structures may be unwarranted.
This study was designed in an effort to investigate the 
hypothesis that shade produced by an open-pile structure may be of 
sufficient duration to affect the density of the vegetation beneath 
it. The investigation focused upon the stem densities of Spartina 
alterniflora beneath and adjacent to piers in the York River Estuary, 
Virginia and surrounding areas. The purpose of the study was to 
determine if there is a correlation between the total number of hours 
that a point on a marsh surface is shaded by a pier over a growing 
season, and the number of stems of Spartina alterniflora at that 
point.
5LITERATURE REVIEW
There are a number of reasons why the Spartina alterniflora zone 
of a salt marsh is a logical place to look for the effects of shading 
by an open-pile structure on vegetation density. Spartina 
alterniflora is a species of salt marsh cordgrass that dominates the 
intertidal zone along the Atlantic Coast of the United States (Reimold 
1977) between 30°N and 50°N latitude (Smart 1982). This species 
thrives under seemingly hostile environmental conditions characterized 
by high salinities, high solar irradiance, and frequent inundation.
Two characteristics of this species relevant to its ability to survive 
in such an environment are its photosynthetic pathway and its 
mechanism for coping with salt stress (Odum 1974). It has been 
suggested that salt tolerant plants adapted to high light intensity 
regimes (like Spartina alterniflora) will not flourish in a shaded 
environment (Moore 1978).
Spartina alterniflora is a species which utilizes the 
photosynthetic pathway for carbohydrate synthesis (Pomeroy et a l .
1981). This pathway is distinct from the photosynthetic pathway 
used by most plant species. plants are generally characterized by
high photosynthetic rates with high temperature optima, high light 
saturation points and low transpiration rates (Pomeroy et a l . 1981, 
Bidwell 1983). photosynthetic species usually exhibit a leaf
anatomy that is also distinct from the leaf anatomy of species 
(Figure 1). Unlike plants, whose chloroplasts are typically 
concentrated in the loosely packed mesophyll cells in the upper layers 
of the leaf (Keeton and Gould 1986), Spartina alterniflora exhibits a 
leaf anatomy characteristic of plants in which chloroplasts are 
concentrated in tightly packed mesophyll cells and bundle sheath cells 
that surround the vascular bundles (Anderson 1974). This anatomy has 
been linked with biochemical adaptations which provide these plants 
with the ability to survive under conditions (high temperatures, high 
light intensities, and arid conditions) that are not optimal for 
plants (Keeton and Gould 1986).
Carbohydrate synthesis from CC> 2 is accomplished via the Calvin 
cycle in C^ plants and the Hatch-Slack pathway in C^ plants (Figure 
2). In C^ plants, CC^ enters the Calvin cycle in the mesophyll cells 
where it reacts with a 5-carbon molecule to form two 3-carbon 
molecules. The enzyme that catalyzes this reaction is called ribulose 
1,5-diphosphate carboxylase (Stryer 1981). In C^ plants, CC> 2 enters 
the Hatch-Slack pathway in the mesophyll cells that surround the 
bundle sheath cells where it reacts with a 3 -carbon molecule to form a 
4-carbon molecule. This reaction is catalyzed by phosphoenolpyruvate 
carboxylase (Stryer 1981). The resulting 4-carbon molecule is reduced 
and passed into the bundle sheath cells where it is broken down into 
CC> 2 and a 3-carbon molecule. The COg remains in the bundle sheath 
cells where it is incorporated into carbohydrate via the Calvin cycle 
- the same cycle used by plants for carbohydrate synthesis (Keeton 
and Gould 1986).
7Figure 1.
Typical Leaf Anatomy of and C . Plants. 
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9The key to understanding the advantage that plants have over 
plants, under certain environmental conditions, is the fact that 
ribulose 1,5-diphosphate carboxylase in the Calvin cycle is inhibited 
by high 0^ concentrations (phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase in the 
Hatch-Slack pathway is not). Under conditions where plants risk 
losing too much water by evaporation, the stomatal openings may close 
down almost completely in an effort to conserve water. These 
conditions may include high temperatures, high light intensities, and 
unavailability of water. As photosynthesis continues, CC^ within the 
leaf will be consumed. As a result the ratio of concentration to 
CC> 2 concentration within the leaf will rise. This can effectively 
1 shut down" the ability of a plant to synthesize carbohydrate 
because the first step of the Calvin cycle is inhibited by the high 0^ 
concentration. The C^ plant, on the other hand, has a mechanism by 
which it can shuttle the CC^ away from the areas of high 0^ 
concentration around the loosely packed mesophyll cells outside the 
vascular bundles to the tightly packed bundle sheath cells, where it 
can continue to synthesize carbohydrate via the Calvin cycle. This 
illustrates why a plant species like Spartina alterniflora is 
particularly suited to its high light intensity environment.
There are two principal lines of evidence to support a 
hypothesis that shade produced by an open-pile structure may be of 
sufficient duration to affect Spartina alterniflora density. The 
first is that its C^ photosynthetic pathway involves additional energy 
expenditure. For example, when the 4-carbon molecule in the bundle 
sheath cells is broken down into CC^ and a 3 -carbon molecule (Figure
10
2), this 3-carbon molecule moves back into the mesophyll where it is 
phosphorylated at the expense of an ATP molecule (Keeton and Gould 
1986) . This additional energy expenditure results in a lower quantum 
yield (amount of CO 2  fixed per unit of light absorbed) for plants 
than for plants under most conditions.
A study by Ehleringer and Bjorkman (1977) found that the quantum 
yield of a plant species remained essentially constant with 
temperature (between about 10°C and 40°C). The quantum yield of a 
plant species, however, decreased as temperature increased within the 
same temperature range. The quantum yield of the plant was higher 
than the quantum yield of the plant at low temperatures, and lower 
than that of the plant at high temperatures. This decline in 
quantum yield of the plant as temperature increased was attributed 
to an increase in oxygen inhibition of the photosynthetic pathway
as temperature increased. The authors suggested that these observed 
differences in quantum yield between and species as a function 
of leaf temperature "may be an important factor in determining their 
distributions." Ehleringer (1978) also noted a "general lack of 
grass species in shaded habitats" and suggested that because of their 
low quantum yields, "C^ grass species are unlikely to be found in low 
light environments that have either cool or moderate temperatures."
The second line of evidence supporting the hypothesis that shade 
produced by an open-pile structure may affect Spartina alterniflora 
density, arises from the fact that Spartina alterniflora is a 
halophyte (Waisel 1972; Duncan 1974). In general, halophytes are 
defined as plants that can grow in habitats which have high
11
concentrations of sodium salts (Levitt 1980; Chapman 1974). Salts 
transported into plant tissues via transpiration may accumulate to 
toxic levels in saline environments (Waisel 1972). Spartina 
alterniflora avoids this salt stress by actively extruding excess salt 
from its tissues through salt glands (Waisel 1972; Levitt 1980) 
located in the epidermis of its leaves. This mechanism requires 
energy that would otherwise be available for growth (Caldwell 1974; 
Levitt 1980).
Salt-induced inhibition of growth has been observed in several 
studies. Phleger (1971) observed a decrease in the survival rate of 
Spartina foliosa as salinity increased. Spartina foliosa is a species 
of cordgrass, similar to Spartina alterniflora. that occupies the 
lower elevations of coastal salt marshes on the Pacific Coast of the 
United States. This halophytic species also extrudes excess salt 
through salt glands very similar to those of Spartina alterniflora 
(Levering and Thomson 1971). The decline in the survival of Spartina 
foliosa as salinity increased was moderate between 0 ppt (parts per 
thousand) and 25 ppt and more pronounced as salinities increased from 
25 ppt to about 41 ppt. Pearcy and Ustin (1984) found that the
relative growth rate (RGR) of Spartina foliosa (measured as g g ^
-1 -1
day ) also decreased as salinity increased (RGR's reached 0 g g
day ^ at about 26 ppt). Although it is outcompeted at low salinities, 
Spartina alterniflora like many other halophytic species, is able to 
cope with moderate salinities at a large but apparently acceptable 
energetic cost (Pomeroy et al. 1981).
12
A study in which Spartina alterniflora was grown under varied 
substrate salinities and light regimes (Longstreth and Strain 1977) 
indicated that a possible synergism between physical environmental 
factors may also play a role in its growth patterns. In this study, 
Spartina alterniflora was grown under varied substrate salinities (0.5
ppt, 10 ppt, and 30 ppt) and light regimes (high illumination - 353
-2 -1 -2 -1 
cal cm d , and low illumination - 156 cal cm d ). Longstreth
and Strain found that Spartina alterniflora grown at substrate
salinities of 30 ppt under low illumination (about 45% of high
illumination) showed a 50% reduction in photosynthesis when compared
with plants grown at 30 ppt under high illumination, and plants grown
at 10 ppt and 0.5 ppt under high and low illumination. This suggests
that at high salinities, high light intensities are needed to maintain
high net photosynthetic rates in a plant species like Spartina
alterniflora (Drake 1989).
Studies discussed up to this point indicate that the lower 
quantum yield of the photosynthetic pathway under most conditions 
and the energetic costs of coping with high salinities, along with an 
additional shading stress will reduce the ability of Spartina 
alterniflora to survive. This information supports the hypothesis 
that a shaded environment created by the construction of a pier may be 
of sufficient duration to produce detrimental impacts to the 
vegetation beneath it, especially in an environment in which plants 
dominate.
Although there is little published information addressing the 
effects of shading on emergent vegetation, several studies have been
13
conducted to determine the effect of light reduction on the density of
seagrasses. Burkholder and Doheny (1968) reported stunting of growth
and death of eelgrass when this species was subjected to severe
reductions in light levels. A study by Backman and Barlotti (1976)
related the abundance of eelgrass to levels of solar irradiance by
comparing unshaded control groups with experimental groups in which
solar irradiance was reduced through the use of shade canopies
(irradiance was decreased by about 63% of control groups). This study
2
found that shoot densities (expressed as shoots per 0.25 m ) of
experimental groups were reduced to 27% of control groups within 18
days and that shoot densities of experimental groups increased when
the shade canopies were removed.
An unpublished study by Kearny, Segal, and Lefor (1978)
attempted to "determine the changes in vegetation that occur at sites
of structures built over salt marshes" in Connecticut. Vegetation
2
density (number of culms per 0 . 1 m )  and vegetation height were 
measured beneath and adjacent to piers in their study areas. The 
authors concluded that the height of a structure was the "major 
physical parameter influencing vegetation growth" beneath that 
structure, and recommended a method for determining acceptable heights 
for newly constructed piers in Connecticut. Although the authors did 
propose that shading from these structures was ultimately responsible 
for the loss of vegetation, the attempt to relate this reduction in 
light directly to the vegetation loss was not made. Instead an 
attempt was made to link pier features (height, width, etc.), which 
influence the amount of light reaching the vegetation, to the
14
vegetation loss. Their resulting recommendation for determining 
acceptable pier dimensions lacked the flexibility to incorporate 
factors other than pier height (pier orientation, pier width, and the 
slope of the marsh surface for example) that influence how much a 
point is shaded by a structure.
In another unpublished study by Neikirk et. a l . (1984), stem 
densities of Spartina alterniflora beneath piers in tributaries of the 
lower York River, Virginia were compared with stem densities adjacent 
to these piers. A finding of decreased stem densities under these 
piers was attributed to the shade produced by these structures.
Again, no attempt was made to directly link the reduction in solar 
radiation caused by the presence of these structures with the observed 
loss of vegetation. In this study, an attempt was made to directly 
link the reduction in solar radiation at a point on a marsh surface 
due to the presence of a pier with the density of Spartina 
alterniflora found at that point.
15
METHODS
Field Collection
During the fall of 1988 (09-02-88 through 10-27-88), Spartina 
alterniflora density was measured at points beneath and adjacent to 35 
piers in the York River Estuary, Virginia and surrounding areas. 
Density is defined here as the number of Spartina alterniflora stems 
per unit area. Measurements were taken at piers in Sarah Creek, 
Timberneck Creek, Wormley Creek, Perrin River, Back Creek, Poquoson 
River and Patricks Creek - a tributary of the Poquoson River (Figure
3). Recently built piers, or piers where the surrounding marsh had 
been obviously disturbed by other activities were not included in the 
study. For example, locations where small boats had been routinely 
put into and taken out of the water through the marsh adjacent to the 
pier were excluded. Also, a conscious effort was made to select piers 
that were reasonably isolated from large shade trees. This selection 
was intended to insure that Spartina alterniflora marshes included in 
the study were relatively undisturbed and that shading of the 
vegetation was due primarily to the nearby pier.
Density measurements were taken along a transect located in the 
center of, and running parallel to, the Spartina alterniflora zone 
(Figure 4). Transects ran approximately perpendicular to the long
16
Figure 3. 
Location of Study Sites.
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Figure 4.
Illustration of Measurements Recorded 
at Each Study Site.
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axis of the pier with this axis passing through the midpoint of the
2
transect. A stainless steel hoop was used to enclose a 0.1m area at 
each sampled point along the transect. The number of Snartina 
alterniflora stems within the hoop were counted at each transect 
point. These density measurements were taken at 1.0 meter intervals 
away from the pier where there was little shading from the structure, 
and at more frequent intervals close to, and directly beneath the 
pier.
Other measurements necessary to calculate the number of hours 
that each point along a transect is shaded during a growing season 
were recorded at each site (Figure 4). These measurements include:
1. The width of the pier in meters.
2. The compass orientation of the pier in degrees.
3. The compass orientation of the transect.
4. The height of the pier (in meters) at a point in the Spartina 
alterniflora zone.
5. The height of the pier (in meters) at a point landward of the 
Spartina alterniflora zone.
6. The distance (in meters) between the two points measured in 4 
and 5 above.
For consistency in recording the orientation of the pier, the 
magnetic azimuth of the long axis of the pier was determined while 
facing the water. The orientation of the transect was particularly 
important at sites where the transect was not perpendicular to the 
long axis of the pier. The last three measurements allow for the
19
calculation of the slope of the marsh surface along any given 
orientation as well as the height of the pier at any given point.
There are several factors that may contribute to variability, 
from site to site, in the observed relationship between shade duration 
and vegetation density. Two such factors, considered to be the 
greatest potential contributors to this variability (if they differ 
considerably from site to site), are salinity and local wave climate. 
Experimental design sought to limit the extent of the effects of these 
two factors on between-site variability.
As discussed previously, salinity may have an effect on a 
plant's response to shading stress. In order to minimize possible 
effects of between-site differences in salinity on the observed 
relationship between shade duration and vegetation density, study 
sites were confined to a limited stretch along the York River. The 
sites furthest up river were located in Timberneck Creek which empties 
into the York River approximately 15 kilometers from its mouth. Down 
river sites were located in creeks and rivers (Perrin River, Back 
Creek, and Poquoson River) that empty in the vicinity of the York 
River's mouth (Figure 3). The surface salinity of the York River at 
its mouth varies seasonally from about 16 ppt in the spring to about 
22 ppt in the fall, while the surface salinity of the York River at 
the mouth of Timberneck Creek varies from about 13 ppt to about 18 ppt 
for the same time span (Bender 1987). Although creeks and rivers in 
the study would be expected to have salinities lower than those in the 
York River because of freshwater input, they would not be expected to 
differ from each other by more than the corresponding stretch of the
20
York River does. This difference in salinity between the mouth of the 
York River and the mouth of Timberneck Creek is generally not greater 
than 4 ppt. By limiting study sites geographically, variability in 
the response of the vegetation to shading stress due to differences in 
salinity from site to site was assumed to be small.
It is possible that an initial vegetation loss due to shading 
stress may be augmented on a shoreline exposed to high wave energies. 
As a result, areas with similar light regimes and different local wave 
climates may exhibit quite different patterns in vegetation loss.
Piers investigated in this study were located in small creeks that are 
generally not considered to be areas with shorelines subject to high 
wave energies. Although differences in local wave climates may exist 
from creek to creek because of differences in the amount of boat 
traffic, this was not a factor that could be controlled. By 
restricting study sites to areas that were considered to have 
shorelines subject to relatively low wave energies, effects of 
differences in wave climate on the relationship between shade duration 
and vegetation density from site to site were minimized.
Program Development
The computer program developed for this study calculates solar 
position at 15 minute intervals from sunrise to sunset for each day of 
the growing season. The growing season was defined as mid-March 
through mid-October to represent a typical growing season in Virginia. 
Using the calculated solar position, the orientation and dimensions of
21
a pier, and basic trigonometric relationships, the program determines 
the location of the boundaries of a patch of shade produced by the 
specified structure at the calculated solar position. By comparing 
the position of the patch of shade with the position of a point of 
interest, the program calculates the total number of hours that any 
given point on a marsh surface will be shaded by the specified 
structure during the growing season. A copy of the program is given 
in Appendix A and a detailed description of how it works is presented 
in Appendix B .
In order to interpret the values produced by the computer 
program, it is important to recognize some of the factors that are not 
addressed in their calculation. Two potentially significant 
limitations can be identified. First, these values represent the 
shade received by a point on an unvegetated surface in the absence of 
clouds. In the field, Soartina alterniflora at a given location is 
shaded not only by the nearby pier, but also by its neighboring 
vegetation. In addition, the presence of cloud cover at any given 
time may be thought of as effectively shading all points on the marsh 
surface rather than just the points identified by the computer program 
from the calculated solar position. The computer program does not 
address this "self shading" or the occurrence of cloud cover during 
the growing season in its calculations.
Second, no attempt was made to determine the quantity or the 
quality of the light reaching the vegetation. The amount and spectral 
composition of the light within a plant community is a dynamic 
quantity that is influenced by many factors. In addition to being
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dynamic with respect to time, the light regime is by no means uniform 
throughout a plant community. Many authors have discussed the 
uncertainties of measuring direct and diffuse light reaching a surface 
(Anderson 1966; Brinkworth 1972; Harper 1983). Even if the light 
regime within a canopy could be determined satisfactorily, Anderson 
(1966) raised what she termed, "the almost universal and difficult" 
problem of relating a light measurement to the light actually absorbed 
by a plant. Because of the difficulty of accurately predicting the 
light regime within a plant community both spatially and temporally, a 
less sophisticated measurement subject to fewer sources of error was 
chosen.
Using the computer program, a value for the number of hours that
each point along each transect is shaded during a growing season was
determined. This value was paired with the number of stems of
2
Spartina alterniflora per 0.1m found at that point. Statistical 
analyses were performed to determine the relationship between the 
number of Spartina alterniflora stems per unit area and the number of 
hours of shade that they receive during a growing season.
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RESULTS
A pattern of vegetation loss is revealed when the number of 
hours of shade that a point receives and the number of Spartina 
alterniflora stems found at that point are plotted against the 
position of the point along a transect (Figure 5). The pattern of 
shading was similar for all piers in the study. Maximum shading 
occurred directly beneath and immediately adjacent to the structures 
and shading decreased steadily to a minimum at the transect points 
furthest from the structures. Shade minimums ranged in duration from 
0 to 97 hours for a growing season. This corresponds to shading by 
the structures ranging in duration from 0 to 27 minutes per day at 
these points. Shade maximums ranged in duration from 618 to 2080 
hours during a growing season at the piers in this study. This 
corresponds to shading by these structures of just under 3 hours to 
about 9 hours 40 minutes per day at these points of shade maxima. 
Figure 5 illustrates a loss of vegetation directly beneath and 
immediately adjacent to the structure (piers bisect transects at 
approximately right angles). This vegetation loss is associated with 
an increase in the number of hours that this vegetation is shaded by 
the structure during a growing season. In general, this pattern is 
typical of piers in this study that showed a vegetation loss. Some 
piers in this study, however, did not show a pattern of vegetation
24
Figure 5.
Spartina alterniflora density and 
number of hours of shade 
vs
distance from center of transect 
for pier #13.
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loss even at transect points corresponding to shading maxima (Figure 
6).
Correlation coefficients (r) were calculated (Zar 1984) to 
determine the strength of the relationship between shade duration and 
vegetation density at each pier. These correlation coefficients 
covered a wide range from -0.93 (indicating a strong inverse 
relationship between shade duration and vegetation density) to +0.03 
(indicating no relationship between shade duration and vegetation 
density). Sixty percent of the piers in the study had correlation 
coefficients greater than -0.93 and less than -0.70, indicating a 
relatively strong inverse relationship between shade duration and 
vegetation density overall.
The data were sorted into groups according to the number of 
hours of shade that each point received (groups: 0 hrs.< shade < 200
h r s ., 200 hrs.< shade < 400 h r s ...........   1800 hrs.< shade < 2000
h r s ., shade > 2000 hrs.). Mean Spartina alterniflora density for each 
group was calculated and plotted against the group midpoint (Figure 
7). The resulting trend suggests that Spartina alterniflora density 
is a negative non-linear function of the number of hours of shade that 
it receives.
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Figure 6.
Spartina alterniflora density and 
number of hours of shade 
vs
distance from center of transect 
for pier #32.
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Figure 7.
Mean Spartina alterniflora density 
vs
number of hours of shade 
for all piers.
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DISCUSSION
The results of this study show a relatively strong inverse 
relationship between shade duration and Spartina alterniflora density 
at most piers. However, correlation coefficients calculated to 
determine the relationship between shade duration and Spartina 
alterniflora density at these piers range from +0.03 to -0.93. Close 
examination of these data suggest some possible reasons for this wide 
range in correlation coefficients.
The first possible reason for the wide range in correlation 
coefficients may be seen by returning to Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 
showed an example of a pier with a relatively strong relationship 
between shade duration and vegetation density (r=-0.86). At this 
pier, shade duration at a point ranged from a minimum of 30 hours 
(about 8 minutes per day) at a transect point furthest from the 
structure to about 1100 hours (over 5 hours per day) at the point of 
maximum shading. In contrast, Figure 6 showed an example of a pier 
that showed no correlation between shade and vegetation density 
(r=+0.03). At this pier, shade duration at a point ranged from a 
minimum of 13 hours (about 4 minutes per day) to a maximum of 650 
hours (about 3 hours per day). This suggests the presence of a 
threshold phenomenon with a minimum shade duration being necessary 
before a decline in vegetation density is observed.
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Most piers that showed poor correlation between shade duration 
and vegetation density had points of maximum shading with durations 
below 1000 hours. However, a few docks showed poor correlation 
between shade duration and vegetation density, and had points of 
maximum shading with durations well over 1000 hours. Figure 8 shows 
an example of a pier with a low correlation coefficient between shade 
duration and vegetation density (r=-0.57) and a point of maximum shade 
with a duration of over 1500 hours. This corresponds to shading by 
the structure of over 7.5 hours per day at this shade maximum. A 
decline in vegetation density beneath the structure is evident, but 
this minimum in vegetation density does not correspond with the point 
of maximum shading.
A closer look at this pier and these two points - the point of 
minimum vegetation density and the point of maximum shade duration - 
reveals a possible explanation for the poor correlation between shade 
duration and vegetation density at this structure. On the first day 
of the growing season, the point of maximum shade duration was shaded 
for 6 hours while the point of minimum vegetation density was shaded 
for a duration of 3 hours. On a day in the middle of the growing 
season, the point of maximum shade duration was shaded for 8 hours 
while the point of minimum vegetation density was shaded for a 
duration of 10 hours. On a day near the end of the growing season, 
the point of maximum shade duration was shaded for 4.25 hours while 
the point of minimum vegetation density was shaded for a duration of 
2.25 hours. In addition, the point of maximum shade duration 
generally received shade later in the evening than the point of
30
Figure 8.
Spartina alterniflora density and 
number of hours of shade 
vs
distance from center of transect 
for pier #4.
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minimum vegetation density did.
This information indicates that the point of minimum vegetation 
density may have received the bulk of its shade at more critical times 
(middle of the growing season and early in the day), while the point 
of maximum shade duration may have received the bulk of its shade at 
less critical times (early and late in the growing season, and later 
in the day). In fact, if the computer program is modified to 
artificially give greater weight to the summer months and to the late 
morning and early afternoon hours, the magnitude of shade duration at 
a point is reduced and the shade curve in Figure 8 is shifted to the 
left so that the point of maximum shade duration now corresponds to 
the point of minimum vegetation density. This also results in an 
increase in the correlation between shade duration and vegetation 
density at this pier. This suggests that a more refined measurement 
that could account for large and small scale temporal differences in 
the quality of light reaching the vegetation and differences in the 
response of the vegetation to the light that it receives may result in 
a computer program with greater predictive powers.
In general, detectable effects of shading on vegetation density 
were limited to areas directly beneath and immediately adjacent to the 
structures investigated in the study. Given this information, it 
could logically be asked whether there is any reason to be concerned 
about such a loss of vegetation that is apparently quite limited in 
its extent. To a private property owner, the most immediate concern 
might be the possibility of erosion resulting from a decrease in
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Spartina alterniflora density due to the construction of a pier or 
other open-pile structure.
Several studies have investigated the role of wetland vegetation 
in modifying or slowing erosional processes (Allen 1979). Woodhouse, 
Seneca, and Broome (1976) reported some success at stabilizing rapidly 
eroding sections of shoreline by establishing healthy stands of 
wetland vegetation. Gleason et a l . (1979) showed that the density of 
Spartina alterniflora on shores exposed to wave action could strongly 
influence sediment retention. Their study found that the amount of 
sediment accretion was a positive non-linear function of stem density 
and that a net loss of sediment was observed on unplanted beaches. A 
loss of low marsh vegetation due to shading from a pier, or other 
open-pile structure combined with unfavorable physical environmental 
factors (moderate to high wave energy for example), represents a 
potential threat to the riparian owner's property. This is clearly a 
concern in an age where private property owners are competing with 
rising sea level and a variety of erosional processes for their land.
The computer program developed for this study can be used 
prospectively to alert a property owner of the potential threat of a 
proposed structure to his or her property. Given the orientation and 
dimensions of a proposed structure, the computer program can be used 
to calculate the number of hours that various locations on the marsh 
surface would be shaded by this structure. If a potential loss in 
vegetation due to this shading is perceived as a threat to the 
property, the dimensions of the structure can be changed (increase the 
height, decrease the width, etc.) to minimize the amount of shade that
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it produces. In this manner, the program can be used to make 
realistic recommendations regarding the construction of open-pile 
structures to minimize vegetation loss beneath and adjacent to them.
Even if we are not willing to concede that open-pile structures 
pose a serious threat to wetlands at this time, closer examination of 
the exemption for open-pile structures reveals, perhaps, an even wider 
concern. This is the use of blanket exemptions in natural resource 
management programs. Exemption of an activity from a regulatory 
program because its effects on the regulated resource are assumed to 
be small presents a formidable obstacle to placing restrictions on 
that activity in the future should initial assumptions be proven 
unsound. Choosing not to exempt a particular activity does not mean 
that it must be strictly regulated. It does, however, leave an avenue 
through which restrictions may be introduced if necessary. The 
exemption for the construction of open-pile structures assumes that 
placement of structures on pilings prevents significant impacts to the 
surrounding wetland because the flow of the tide is "reasonably 
unobstructed" and the "natural contour" of the wetland is preserved. 
Critical evaluation of these assumptions leaves room to question their 
validity, not to mention the questions raised by this study that were 
not addressed in the crafting of this exemption.
The demonstration of the existence (for most piers) of a 
correlation between shade duration at a point and the density of 
Spartina alterniflora found at that point, suggests several avenues 
for further investigation. First, investigations designed to 
determine temporal differences in the quality of light reaching
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vegetation as well as temporal differences in a plant's response to 
the light that it receives may result in a modified program with 
increased predictive powers. Second, experiments designed to quantify 
this relationship between shade duration and vegetation density may 
also result in greater predictive powers as well as providing an 
avenue for addressing cumulative effects of the construction of open- 
pile structures. Finally, experiments designed to determine whether 
this relationship holds true for other vegetation zones, salinity 
regimes, and geographical areas are necessary. It cannot be assumed 
that this relationship between shade duration and vegetation density 
is uniform under all conditions. Different plant species that have 
evolved unique mechanisms for adapting to their environment may 
exhibit significantly different responses to an additional shading 
stress. A single plant species may exhibit significant difference in 
its response to shading stress under different salinity regimes 
(Longstreth and Strain 1977). Also differences in the length of the 
growing season, average temperatures, light quality reaching the 
vegetation, etc. may result in different responses of a single plant 
species to shading stress at different geographical locations. If 
improved predictive powers regarding the effects of shading by open- 
pile structures is desired, these pieces of information are essential.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Results of this study show that there is a correlation between the 
number of hours that a point on a marsh surface is shaded by a 
nearby pier during a growing season and the density of Spartina 
alterniflora found at that point.
2. These results indicate that the density of Spartina alterniflora is 
a negative non-linear function of the amount of shade that it 
receives during a growing season.
3. Some piers did not show a decrease in vegetation density even at 
points of maximum shading, suggesting a threshold phenomenon.
4. Further investigations to quantify the relationship between shade 
duration and vegetation density and to determine if this 
relationship holds for other vegetation zones, salinity regimes, 
and geographical areas are warranted.
5. The computer program developed for this study can be used in a 
prospective manner to make realistic recommendations regarding the 
construction of open-pile structures to minimize vegetation loss 
beneath and adjacent to them.
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APPENDIX A.
Program Shadow
A Pascal program written to determine the number of hours that any 
given point on a marsh surface is shaded due to the presence of an 
open-pile structure of specified orientation and dimensions.
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PROGRAM SHADOW(INPUT,OUTPUT);
{THIS PROGRAM IS WRITTEN AS PART OF A MASTER'S THESIS PROJECT. IT IS 
DESIGNED TO CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF HOURS THAT A POINT ON A MARSH 
SURFACE IS SHADED BY AN OPEN-PILE STRUCTURE SUCH AS A DOCK OR PIER.
THE PROGRAM CALCULATES SOLAR POSITION AT 0.25 HOUR INCREMENTS DURING 
DAYLIGHT HOURS THROUGHOUT A GROWING SEASON. THE GROWING SEASON HAS 
BEEN ARBITRARILY SET TO MID-MARCH THROUGH MID-OCTOBER TO REPRESENT A 
TYPICAL GROWING SEASON IN VIRGINIA. A PROCEDURE TO ALLOW THE USER TO 
DESIGNATE A GROWING SEASON CAN BE ADDED IF NEEDED. USING THE 
CALCULATED SOLAR POSITION AND INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE USER 
(ORIENTATION OF THE DOCK, WIDTH OF THE DOCK, HEIGHT OF THE DOCK,
ETC.), THE PROJECTION OF A SHADED AREA ON A MARSH SURFACE DUE THE 
SPECIFIED DOCK FOUND. A COMPARISON OF THIS SHADED AREA WITH THE 
POSITION OF A POINT (OR POINTS) OF INTEREST ON THE MARSH SURFACE IS 
MADE. THE NUMBER OF HOURS THAT EACH POINT OF INTEREST IS IN THE SHADE 
IS REPORTED.
WRITTEN BY: HEATHER MCGUIRE 
LAST UPDATE: 01-28-90
FUNCTIONS CALLED: CHARTOREAL
CHARTOINTEGER
PROCEDURES CALLED: INITIALIZE
FILLARRAY 
CHECKLINE 
BUILDARRAYS 
CHECKREAL 
INTCHECK 
CHECKINTEGER 
DRAWDOCK 
INTRO 
CHANGE 
GETDOCKDATA 
FINDPRIMES
NOTE: FUNCTION CHARTOREAL AND PROCEDURES CHECKLINE, BUILDARRAYS, AND
CHECKREAL WERE TAKEN FROM (AND MODIFIED) A PROGRAM CALLED GET_REAL 
WRITTEN BY JOHN POSENAU.
NOTE: TEXT ENCLOSED BY BRACKETS ARE COMMENTS ABOUT THE PROGRAM AND ARE 
NOT EXECUTED BY THE PROGRAM.}
CALCODECLINATION
CALCHSUNSET
CALCTDAYLIGHT
CALCSTARTANDEND
CALC Z ENITHANGLE
CALCAZIMUTHANGLE
ROTATION
CALCSLOPE
FINDSHADOW
INOROUT
REPORT
APPENDIX A.
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{— CONSTANTS— CONSTANTS— CONSTANTS— CONSTANTS— CONSTANTS— CONSTANTS— } 
{— CONSTANTS— CONSTANTS— CONSTANTS— CONSTANTS— CONSTANTS— CONSTANTS— } 
{— CONSTANTS— CONSTANTS— CONSTANTS— CONSTANTS— CONSTANTS— CONSTANTS— }
CONST
PI=3.14159;
{TYPES— TYPES— TYPES— TYPES— TYPES— TYPES— TYPES— TYPE-S-TYPES— TYPES) 
{TYPES— TYPES— TYPES— TYPES— TYPES— TYPES— TYPES— TYPE-S-TYPES— TYPES } 
(TYPES— TYPES— TYPES— TYPES— TYPES— TYPES— TYPES— TYPE~S~TYPES— TYPES)
TYPE
DOCKDATA=RECORD
DOCKORIENTATION:INTEGER; 
TRUEORIENTATION:INTEGER; 
RADORIENTATION:REAL; 
DOCKWIDTH:REAL; 
DOCKLENGTH:REAL; 
DOCKHEIGHTA:REAL; 
DOCKHEIGHTB:REAL 
DOCKHEIGHTC:REAL 
DOCKHEIGHTD:REAL 
XAPRIME:REAL;
YAPRIME:REAL 
XBPRIME:REAL 
YBPRIME:REAL 
XCPRIME:REAL 
YCPRIME:REAL 
XDPRIME:REAL 
YDPRIME:REA L : 
HEIGHTCPRIME:REAL; 
HEIGHTDPRIKE:REAL; 
TOTALLENGTH:REAL;
END; {END OF RECORD)
! ) 
+  ) 
+  ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
)
+ ) 
+ ) 
+ ) 
+ ) 
+ ) 
+ ) 
+ ) 
+ ) 
+ ) 
+ ) 
+ )
{A RECORD TO HOLD USER ENTERED (!) DOCK 
MEASUREMENTS AND OTHER DOCK PARAMETERS 
(+) CALCULATED FROM THE USER ENTERED 
MEASUREMENTS}
APPENDIX A.
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S HADO WPOI NT S=RECORD
XASHADOW:REAL;
YASHADOW:REAL;
XBSHADOW:REAL;
YBSHADOW:REAL;
XCSHADOW:REAL;
YCSHADOW:REAL;
XDSHADOW:REAL;
YDSHADOW:REAL;
END; (END OF RECORD)
{A RECORD HOLDING THE X AND Y COORDINATES
OF THE CORNERS (A,B,C, AND D) OF A SHADED
AREA (CALCULATED)}
POINTS=ARRAY[l..20,1..2] OF REAL;
{AN ARRAY HOLDING THE (X,Y) COORDINATES 
OF UP TO 20 POSITIONS ON THE MARSH 
SURFACE (USER ENTERED)}
STEMCOUNT=ARRAY[1..20] OF INTEGER;
{AN ARRAY HOLDING THE NUMBER OF STEMS IN 
A 0.1 SQUARE METER AT EACH POINT (USER 
ENTERED)}
POINTSUM=ARRAY[1..20] OF REAL;
{AN ARRAY HOLDING THE RUNNING TOTALS OF 
THE NUMBER OF SHADED HOURS FOR EACH OF 
THE LOCATIONS IN THE ARRAY POINTS 
(CALCULATED)}
LINE=ARRAY[1..80] OF CHAR;
{AN ARRAY TO HOLD AN USER ENTERED STRING}
PLACEHOLDER=ARRAY[1..8] OF CHAR;
{ARRAYS TO HOLD DIGITS ON EACH SIDE OF A 
DECIMAL POINT}
APPENDIX A.
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{---
{--
{--
VAR
-GLOBAL-VARIABLE S-----GLOBAL-VARIABLE S------ GLOBAL-VARIABLES-
-GLOBAL-VARIABLES-----GLOBAL-VARIABLE S------ GLO BAL-VARIABLES-
-GLOBAL-VARIABLES-----GLO BAL-VARIABLES------ GLOBAL-VARIABLES-
LATDEG,LATMIN:INTEGER;
LATRAD: REAL;
DOCKRECORD:DOCKDATA;
SHADOWRECORD:SHADOWPOINTS 
CHECKPOINTS:POINTS; 
SHADEPOINTS:POINTSUM;
POINTNUMBER:INTEGER;
STEMS:STEMCOUNT;
N:INTEGER;
CODECLINATION:REAL;
HSUNSET:REAL; 
TDAYLIGHT:REAL; 
COLATITUDE:REAL; 
STARTPOINT:REAL;
{USER ENTERED LATITUDE IN DEGREES AND 
MINUTES}
{LATITUDE IN RADIANS (CALCULATED)}
{A RECORD OF TYPE DOCK DATA TO HOLD 
USER ENTERED DOCK MEASUREMENTS AND 
DOCK PARAMETERS CALCULATED FROM 
THESE MEASUREMENTS}
{A RECORD OF TYPE SHADOWPOINTS TO 
HOLD THE X AND Y COORDINATES OF THE 
CORNERS OF A SHADED AREA}
{AN ARRAY OF TYPE POINTS TO HOLD THE 
X AND Y COORDINATES OF UP TO 20 
POSITIONS ON THE MARSH SURFACE}
{AN ARRAY OF TYPE POINTSUM TO HOLD 
THE RUNNING TOTALS OF SOLAR 
RADIATION OF THE LOCATIONS IN THE 
ARRAY CHECKPOINTS}
{THE NUMBER OF LOCATIONS ON THE MARSH 
SURFACE BEING CHECKED}
{ARRAY HOLDING THE STEM COUNT FOR 
EACH POINT}
{1 TO 365; REPRESENTING A DAY OF THE 
YEAR}
{GEOCENTRIC SOLAR COORDINATE 
REPRESENTING THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE 
SUN'S RAYS AND THE NORTH POLE 
(COMPLIMENT OF THE DECLINATION)}
{HOUR ANGLE AT SUNSET}
{NUMBER OF HOURS OF DAYLIGHT}
{COMPLEMENT OF THE LATITUDE}
{NUMBER OF HOURS BEFORE SOLAR NOON AT 
WHICH THE INTEGRATION WILL START}
APPENDIX A.
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ENDPOINT:REAL; 
ZENITHANGLE:REAL;
AZIMUTHANGLE:REAL;
T :REAL;
REPORTFILE:STRING;
R :TEXT;
ALPHA:REAL;
I,J:INTEGER;
DAYLIGHT:REAL;
NEGATIVE:BOOLEAN; 
VARIATION:INTEGER; 
DIRECTION:CHAR;
ENTRY:LINE;
OKTOGO,G O ,O K ,O U T :BOOLEAN;
LENGTH:INTEGER;
NUMBER:REAL;
INT:INTEGER;
{NUMBER OF HOURS AFTER SOLAR NOON AT 
WHICH THE INTEGRATION WILL END}
{LOCAL SOLAR COORDINATE REPRESENTING 
THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE SUN'S RAYS AND 
THE VERTICAL}
{LOCAL SOLAR COORDINATE REPRESENTING 
THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE PROJECTION OF 
THE SUN'S RAYS IN THE HORIZONTAL 
PLANE AND THE DIRECTION DUE SOUTH}
{NUMBER OF HOURS BEFORE OR AFTER 
SOLAR NOON}
{NAME OF FILE}
{TEXT FILE}
{SLOPE OF THE MARSH SURFACE IN THE 
DIRECTION OF THE SUN'S RAYS}
{COUNTERS}
{HOLDS A RUNNING TOTAL OF THE NUMBER 
OF DAYLIGHT HOURS DURING THE GROWING 
SEASON}
{A "FLAG" FOR NEGATIVE REAL NUMBERS}
{COMPASS VARIATION}
{DIRECTION OF COMPASS VARIATION}
{ARRAY OF TYPE LINE TO HOLD USER 
ENTERED STRINGS}
{BOOLEANS FOR ENTERING AND EXITING 
PROCEDURES}
{LENGTH OF A USER ENTERED STRING}
{REAL NUMBER CONVERSION OF AN ASCII 
STRING}
{INTEGER CONVERSION OF AN ASCII 
CHARACTER STRING}
APPENDIX A.
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{— FUNCTIONS— FUNCTIONS— FUNCTIONS— FUNCTIONS— FUNCTIONS— FUNCTIONS— } 
{— FUNCTIONS— FUNCTIONS— FUNCTIONS— FUNCTIONS— FUNCTIONS— FUNCTIONS— } 
{ —  FUNCTIONS— FUNCTIONS— FUNCTIONS— FUNCTIONS— FUNCTIONS— FUNCTIONS— }
FUNCTION CHARTOREAL(VAR LEFT,RIGHT:PLACEHOLDER;
VAR LCOUNT,RCOUNT:INTEGER):REAL;
{FUNCTION CHARTOREAL EXECUTES AN ALGORITHM WHICH CONVERTS A USER 
ENTERED ASCII CHARACTER STRING INTO A REAL NUMBER}
VAR
DEC:REAL; 
MULT:INTEGER; 
I:INTEGER; 
SUM:REAL;
{DECIMAL DIVISOR}
{DECIMAL MULTIPLIER}
{COUNTER}
{HOLDS A RUNNING TOTAL OF THE REAL NUMBER AS EACH 
PART IS ADDED (ONES, TENS, THOUSANDS, ETC. ON THE 
LEFT SIDE OF A DECIMAL POINT AND TENTHS, 
HUNDREDTHS, AND THOUSANDTHS, ETC. ON THE RIGHT 
SIDE OF A DECIMAL POINT}
BEGIN {BEGIN FUNCTION CHARTOREAL}
D E C :=0.10;
M U L T :=1;
SUM:=0.0; {SET INITIAL VALUES}
FOR I :=LCOUNT DOWNTO 1 DO 
BEGIN
SUM:=SUM + (ORD(LEFT[I ]) - ORD('0'))*MULT;
M U L T :=MULT*10;
END;
FOR I := 1 TO RCOUNT DO 
BEGIN
SUM:=SUM + (ORD(RIGHT[I ]) - ORD('0'))*DEC;
D E C :=DEC/10.0;
END;
IF (NEGATIVE=TRUE) THEN 
BEGIN
SUM:=-1*SUM;
CHARTOREAL:=SUM;
NEGATIVE:=FALSE;
END
ELSE
CHARTOREAL:=SUM;
END; {END FUNCTION CHARTOREAL}
{________________________________________________________________________
}
APPENDIX A.
FUNCTION CHARTOINTEGER(VAR ENTRY:LINE):INTEGER;
(FUNCTION CHARTOINTEGER EXECUTES AN ALGORITHM WHICH CONVERTS A USER 
ENTERED ASCII CHARACTER STRING INTO AN INTEGER}
VAR
SUM:INTEGER; (RUNNING TOTAL OF THE INTEGER}
MULT:INTEGER; (MULTIPLIER}
I :INTEGER; (COUNTER}
BEGIN (BEGIN FUNCTION CHARTOINTEGER}
SUM:=0;
MULT:=1; (SET INITIAL VALUES}
FOR I :=LENGTH DOWNTO 1 DO 
BEGIN
SUM:=SUM + (ORD(ENTRY[I ]) - ORD('0'))*MULT;
M ULT:=MULT*10;
END;
CHARTOINTEGER:=SUM;
END; (END FUNCTION CHARTOINTEGER}
(__________________________________________________________________
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{--- PROCEDURES--- PROCEDURES--- PROCEDURES--- PROCEDURES--- PROCEDURES--- }
{--- PROCEDURES--- PROCEDURES--- PROCEDURES--- PROCEDURES--- PROCEDURES--- }
{--- PROCEDURES--- PROCEDURES--- PROCEDURES--- PROCEDURES--- PROCEDURES--- }
PROCEDURE INITIALIZE;
{PROCEDURE INITIALIZE SETS UP THE INITIAL VALUES OF SELECTED GLOBAL 
VARIABLES}
VAR
I,J:INTEGER;
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE INITIALIZE)
DOCKRECORD.DOCKORIENTATION:=0;
DOCKRECORD.RADORIENTATION:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.TRUEORIENTATION:=0;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKLENGTH:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTA:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTB:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTC:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTD:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.XAPRIME:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.YAPRIME:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.XBPRIME:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.YBPRIME:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.XCPRIME:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.YCPRIME:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.XDPRIME:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.YDPRIME:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.HEIGHTCPRIME:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.HEIGHTDPRIME:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.TOTALLENGTH:=0.0; {INITIALIZE THE RECORD)
SHADOWRECORD
SHADOWRECORD
SHADOWRECORD
SHADOWRECORD
SHADOWRECORD
SHADOWRECORD
SHADOWRECORD
SHADOWRECORD
XASHADOW 
YASHADOW 
XBSHADOW 
YBSHADOW 
XCSHADOW 
YCSHADOW 
XDSHADOW 
YDSHADOW
= 0.0
= 0.0
= 0.0
= 0.0
= 0.0
= 0.0
= 0.0
= 0.0 {INITIALIZE THE RECORD)
FOR I :=1 TO 20 DO
FOR J:=1 TO 2 DO
CHECKPOINTS[I,J]:=999.999; {INITIALIZE THE ARRAY)
LATRAD:=0.0; 
LATDEG:=37; {SET DEFAULT VALUE FOR LATITUDE TO 37 DEGREES
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LATMIN:=15; 15 MINUTES}
VARIATION:=9; {SET DEFAULT VALUE FOR COMPASS ERROR TO 9
DIRECTION:= 'W'; DEGREES WEST}
FOR I:=1 TO 20 DO
SHADEPOINTS[I ]:=0.0;
{SET THE NUMBER OF SHADED HOURS FOR EACH POINT 
IN THE ARRAY TO ZERO}
DAYLIGHT:=0.0; {SET THE NUMBER OF DAYLIGHT HOURS IN A GROWING
SEASON TO ZERO}
NEGATIVE:=FALSE; {SET THE FLAG FOR FINDING NEGATIVE REAL NUMBERS
TO FALSE}
END; {END PROCEDURE INITIALIZE}
{________________________________________________________________________
}
PROCEDURE FILLARRAY;
{PROCEDURE FILLARRAY READS AN ASCII STRING ENTERED BY THE USER AND 
PUTS EACH CHARACTER FROM THE STRING INTO THE ARRAY}
VAR
I:INTEGER;
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE FILLARRAY}
FOR I:=1 TO 80 DO
ENTRY[I ]:=' '; {INITIALIZE THE ARRAY}
I:-0;
WHILE NOT EOLN DO
BEGIN {BEGIN WHILE}
I:=1+1;
READ(ENTRY[I ]);
END; {END WHILE} {FILL THE ARRAY}
LENGTH:=I; {NUMBER OF CHARACTERS ENTERED INTO THE ARRAY}
READLN;
END; {END PROCEDURE FILLARRAY}
{________________________________________________________________________
}
PROCEDURE CHECKLINE;
{PROCEDURE CHECKLINE CHECKS A USER ENTERED STRING FOR CHARACTERS OTHER 
THAN 0 THROUGH 9, BLANKS, NEGATIVE SIGNS, AND PERIODS. IF ANY OTHER 
CHARACTERS ARE FOUND, THE PROCEDURE IS EXITED AND AN ERROR MESSAGE IS
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GIVEN, IF NO OTHER CHARACTERS ARE FOUND THE PROCEDURE IS EXITED AND 
THE STRING IS CHECKED FOR CONVERSION TO A REAL NUMBER)
VAR
I :INTEGER; {COUNTER}
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE CHECKLINE)
I:=0;
OKTOGO:=TRUE; {SET INITIAL VALUES)
WHILE (I<=LENGTH) AND OKTOGO DO 
BEGIN {BEGIN WHILE)
I:=1+1;
IF (ENTRY[I ]<'0') OR (ENTRY[I ]>'9') 
IF (ENTRY[I]<>'.') AND (ENTRY[I]<>' 
OKTOGO:=FALSE
THEN 
') AND (ENTRY[I]<>'-') THEN
{IF CHARACTERS OTHER THAN 0 THROUGH 9, 
PERIODS, BLANKS, OR NEGATIVE SIGNS ARE 
FOUND, THE ENTRY CANNOT BE A REAL NUMBER 
AND THE PROCEDURE IS EXITED)
END;
{
ELSE
END;
{END
OKTOGO:=TRUE;
{END WHILE)
PROCEDURE CHECKLINE)
PROCEDURE BUILDARRAYS;
{PROCEDURE BUILDARRAYS TAKES A CHARACTER STRING CONSISTING OF NUMBERS 
OR BLANKS ON EACH SIDE OF A DECIMAL POINT AND BUILDS AN ARRAY FOR EACH 
SIDE OF THE DECIMAL POINT (ONE ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBERS ON THE 
LEFT SIDE OF THE DECIMAL POINT AND ONE ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBERS ON 
THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE DECIMAL POINT)}
VAR
RIGHT,LEFT:PLACEHOLDER;
RCOUNT,LCOUNT:INTEGER;
I:INTEGER;
DONE:BOOLEAN;
DECIMAL:BOOLEAN; 
FOUNDCHAR:BOOLEAN;
{ARRAYS CONTAINING THE NUMBERS ON EACH 
SIDE OF THE DECIMAL POINT)
{NUMBER OF PLACES TO THE RIGHT AND LEFT 
OF THE DECIMAL POINT)
{COUNTER}
{'•FLAG" FOR EXITING THE PROCEDURE) 
{"FLAG" FOR LOCATING THE DECIMAL POINT) 
{"FLAG" FOR LOCATING THE FIRST 
CHARACTER)
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE BUILDARRAYS} 
RCOUNT:=0;
LCOUNT:=0;
i:=i;
DONE:=FALSE;
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DECIMAL:=FALSE; 
FOUNDCHAR:=FALSE; {SET INITIAL VALUES)
WHILE NOT DONE AND (I<=LENGTH) DO 
BEGIN {BEGIN WHILE NOT DONE) 
IF (ENTRY[ I ] =' - ' ) THEN 
BEGIN
NEGATIVE:=TRUE;
I:=1+1;
END
{"THROW THE FLAG" IF A NEGATIVE SIGN 
IS FOUND)
ELSE
IF (ENTRY[I ]=' ') AND NOT 
I:=1+1
ELSE
IF (ENTRY[I ]=' ') THEN
DONE:=TRUE
ELSE
IF (ENTRY[I ]='.') AND NOT 
BEGIN {BEGIN IF) 
LCOUNT:=LCOUNT+l; 
LEFT[LCOUNT]:='0';
I:=1+1;
DECIMAL:=TRUE; 
FOUNDCHAR:=TRUE;
END {END IF)
ELSE
IF (ENTRY[I ]='.') THEN 
BEGIN {BEGIN IF) 
DECIMAL:=TRUE; 
FOUNDCHAR:=TRUE;
I:=1+1;
END {END IF)
FOUNDCHAR THEN 
{SKIPS INITIAL BLANK CHARACTERS)
{EXIT THE PROCEDURE IF A BLANK IS 
ENCOUNTERED AFTER A CHARACTER HAS 
BEEN FOUND)
FOUNDCHAR THEN
{IF A DECIMAL POINT IS THE FIRST NON­
BLANK CHARACTER THAT IS FOUND THEN 
A ZERO IS ENTERED BEFORE THE DECIMAL 
POINT)
{IF NONBLANK CHARACTERS HAVE BEEN 
FOUND AND A DECIMAL POINT IS FOUND 
THEN DECIMAL IS SET TO TRUE)
ELSE
IF DECIMAL THEN
BEGIN {BEGIN IF)
RCOUNT:=RCOUNT+l;
RIGHT[RCOUNT]:=ENTRY[I 
I:=1+1;
END {END IF) {AFTER THE DECIMAL IS FOUND, 
RIGHT ARRAY)
BUILD THE
ELSE
BEGIN {BEGIN ELSE) 
LCOUNT:=LCOUNT+l;
LEFT[LCOUNT]:=ENTRY[I];
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I:=1+1;
FOUNDCHAR:=TRUE;
END; {END ELSE} {BEFORE THE DECIMAL IS FOUND, BUILD
THE LEFT ARRAY}
END; {END WHILE NOT DONE}
IF (RCOUNT=0) THEN
BEGIN {BEGIN IF} 
RCOUNT:=RCOUNT+l; 
RIGHT[RCOUNT]:='0'; 
END; {END IF}
{IF NO DECIMAL POINT HAS BEEN ENTERED 
OR NO NUMBERS APPEAR AFTER THE 
DECIMAL, ASSUME THAT THE NUMBER ENDS 
IN .0}
IF (LCOUNT>0) AND (RCOUNT>0) THEN
BEGIN {BEGIN IF}
O K :=TRUE;
NUMBER:=CHARTOREAL(LEFT,RIGHT,LCOUNT,RCOUNT);
END {END IF}
{IF NONBLANK CHARACTERS ARE FOUND ON 
BOTH SIDES OF THE DECIMAL POINT THEN 
GO TO THE PROCEDURE CHARTOREAL FOR 
CONVERSION OF THE ASCII STRING TO A 
REAL NUMBER}
ELSE
OK:=FALSE; {EXIT PROCEDURE TO DISPLAY AN ERROR
MESSAGE IF NONBLANK CHARACTERS ARE 
NOT FOUND ON BOTH SIDES OF THE 
DECIMAL POINT}
END; {END PROCEDURE BUILDARRAYS}
{________________________________________________________________________
}
PROCEDURE CHECKREAL;
{PROCEDURE CHECKREAL CHECKS A USER ENTERED CHARACTER STRING TO SEE IF 
IT IS A REAL NUMBER}
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE CHECKREAL}
FILLARRAY; {PUT EACH CHARACTER FROM THE USER ENTERED STRING INTO
AN ARRAY}
CHECKLINE; {CHECK THE ARRAY TO SEE IF IT CONTAINS ANY CHARACTERS
THAT CAN NOT BE PART OF A REAL NUMBER}
IF OKTOGO THEN
BEGIN {BEGIN IF}
BUILDARRAYS; {IF OKTOGO=TRUE WHEN PROCEDURE CHECKLINE IS
EXITED, THEN BUILD TWO ARRAYS - ONE 
CONTAINING THE DIGITS ON THE LEFT HAND SIDE
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OF THE DECIMAL AND ONE CONTAINING THE DIGITS 
ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF THE DECIMAL}
IF OK THEN
O U T :=TRUE {IF THERE ARE DIGITS ON BOTH SIDES OF THE
DECIMAL POINT AFTER PROCEDURE BUILDARRAYS, 
THEN PROCEDURE CHECKREAL CAN BE EXITED 
AFTER THE STRING IS CONVERTED IN FUNCTION 
CHARTOREAL)
ELSE
BEGIN {BEGIN ELSE}
WRITE('An error occurred in your entry. Please try'); 
WRITELN(' again');
WRITELN;
O U T :=FALSE;
END; {END ELSE}
{IF OKTOGO=FALSE WHEN PROCEDURE CHECKLINE 
IS EXITED, THEN DISPLAY AN ERROR MESSAGE}
END {END IF}
ELSE
BEGIN {BEGIN ELSE}
WRITELN('An error occurred in your entry. Please try again.'); 
WRITELN;
O U T :=FALSE;
END; {END ELSE}
END; {END PROCEDURE CHECKREAL}
{________________________________________________________________________
}
PROCEDURE INTCHECK;
{PROCEDURE INTCHECK CHECKS THE ARRAY TO SEE IF IT CONTAINS ANY 
CHARACTERS THAT CAN NOT BE PART OF AN INTEGER)
VAR
I :INTEGER; {COUNTER}
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE INTCHECK}
G O :=TRUE;
I:=0; {SET INITIAL VALUES}
WHILE (KLENGTH) DO 
BEGIN 
I:=1+1;
IF (ENTRY[I ]<'0') OR (ENTRY[I ]>'9') THEN 
G O ;=FALSE;
END;
{IF THERE ARE CHARACTERS OTHER THAN 0 THROUGH 9 THEN 
SET GO TO FALSE}
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END; {END PROCEDURE INTCHECK} 
{
PROCEDURE CHECKINTEGER;
{PROCEDURE CHECKINTEGER CHECKS A USER ENTERED CHARACTER STRING TO SEE 
IF IT IS AN INTEGER}
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE CHECKINTEGER}
FILLARRAY; {PUT EACH CHARACTER FROM THE USER ENTERED STRING INTO AN
ARRAY}
INTCHECK; {CHECK THE ARRAY TO SEE IF IT CONTAINS ANY CHARACTERS
THAT CAN NOT BE PART OF AN INTEGER}
IF (GO=TRUE) THEN 
BEGIN
I NT:=CHARTOINTEGER(ENTRY);
O U T :=TRUE;
END
{CONVERT THE CHARACTER STRING TO AN INTEGER}
ELSE
BEGIN
O U T :=FALSE;
WRITELN('ERROR');
END;
{DISPLAY ERROR MESSAGE IF CHARACTERS OTHER THAN 0-9 HAVE 
BEEN ENTERED}
END; {END PROCEDURE CHECKINTEGER}
{________________________________________________________________________
}
PROCEDURE DRAWDOCK;
{PROCEDURE DRAWDOCK DISPLAYS A PICTURE OF A DOCK WITH THE LOCATION OF 
THE IMPORTANT MEASUREMENTS}
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE DRAWDOCK}
WRITELN;
WRITELN(' A upland
WRITELN(' y|
WRITELN(' |------ |
WRITELN(' j d |
WRITELN(' A o B
WRITELN(' | c |
WRITELN( ' (0,0) D- -k- -C.......... >
WRITELN(' I I I  x
WRITELN(' |--|--|
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WRITELN(' | ')
WRITELN(' j ')
WRITELN(' V orientation ')
WRITELN(' water ')
WRITELN;
END; {END PROCEDURE DRAWDOCK}
{________________________________________________________________________
}
PROCEDURE INTRO;
{PROCEDURE INTRO PROVIDES THE USER WITH INFORMATION ABOUT USING THE 
PROGRAM. THE USER IS GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO CHANGE THE LATITUDE 
(USED IN SUBSEQUENT CALCULATIONS) FROM A DEFAULT VALUE OF 37 DEGREES 
15 MINUTES.}
VAR
RESPONSE:CHAR; {VARIABLE TO HOLD USER RESPONSE}
LATrREAL; {LATITUDE EXPRESSED AS A REAL NUMBER}
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE INTRO}
WRITELN;
WRITE(' This program is written as part of a MA thesis.');
WRITELN(' It is designed to calculate');
WRITE('the number of hours of shading by an open-pile structure at '); 
WRITELN('specific points of');
WRITE('interest on a marsh surface. Presently, this program'); 
WRITELN(' calculates solar position');
WRITE('at 0.25 hour intervals during the daylight hours throughout');
WRITELN(' a growing season.');
WRITE('The growing season has been arbitrarily set to mid-March'); 
WRITELN(' through mid-October to');
WRITE('represent a typical growing season in Virginia.');
WRITELN(' Using the calculated solar');
WRITE('position and information that you will be asked to provide'); 
WRITELN(' (dock orientation,');
WRITE('dock width, dock height, etc.), the projection of a shaded'); 
WRITELN(' area on the marsh');
WRITE('surface due to the specified dock or pier is found. A');
WRITELN(' comparison of this');
WRITE('shaded area with the position of a point of interest on'); 
WRITELN(' the marsh surface is');
WRITE('made. The number of hours that each point of interest is'); 
WRITELN(' in the shade is');
WRITELN('reported.');
WRITELN;
WRITE(' You will be asked to provide some basic information'); 
WRITELN(' (dock measurements and');
WRITE('the coordinates of the points of interest on the marsh');
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WRITELN(' surface). In order to');
WRITE('obtain meaningful information, please pay close attention'); 
WRITELN(' to the instructions');
WRITE('and diagrams in the data entry section (NOTE: units of'); 
WRITELN(' distance are in meters).');
WRITE('If you make a mistake while you are entering your data,'); 
WRITELN(' please, continue. You');
WRITELN('will be given the opportunity to edit your entries.'); 
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
WRITELN('Press return to continue. ');
READLN;
WRITE(' This program is designed to accept field data collected '); 
WRITELN('for the thesis');
WRITE('project. When field measurements were taken, the height of'); 
WRITELN(' the dock at point C');
WRITE('was taken in the Spartina alterniflora zone. The height of'); 
WRITELN(' the dock at point B');
WRITE('was taken landward of point C and the distance between'); 
WRITELN(' points B and C was');
WRITE('recorded. Presently, the program assumes that the height');
WRITELN(' at A is the same as');
WRITE(' the height at B and the');
WRITELN(' height at D is the same');
WRITE(' as the height at C. When');
WRITELN(' this information is');
WRITE(' upland entered, the slope of the');
WRITELN(' marsh surface will be');
WRITE(' A calculated and the dock will');
WRITELN(' be extended land-');
WRITE(' y| ward from points A and B');
WRITELN(' until the height of the');
WRITE(' |......| dock is zero. The dock will');
WRITELN(' be extended seaward');
WRITE(' | d | 10 meters from points C');
WRITELN(' and D .');
WRITELN(' A o B ');
WRITE(' | c | You must determine where');
WRITELN(' the points along');
WRITE('(0,0) D--k--C----------> your transect would lie on');
WRITELN(' the (x,y) coordinate');
WRITE(' I I I  x system shown. For example,');
WRITELN(' point C for a dock');
WRITE(' l""l__ l that is 2 meters wide would');
WRITELN('be (2,0).');
WRITELN(' | ');
WRITELN(' j ');
WRITELN(' V orientation ');
WRITELN(' water ');
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WRITELN(' ');
WRITELN('Press return to continue');
READLN;
WRITE('A default value for latitude (given below) will be used in'); 
WRITELN(' all subsequent');
WRITE('calculations of solar position unless you take this');
WRITELN(' opportunity to change it.');
WRITELN;
WRITE('NOTE: Program calculations are for docks in the N.');
WRITELN(' Hemisphere.');
WRITELN;
{DISPLAYS INSTRUCTIONS)
REPEAT {START OF REPEAT UNTIL RESPONSE='y'}
WRITELN('Latitude is ',LATDEG,' d e g r e e s L A T M I N , ' minutes');
REPEAT {START OF REPEAT UNTIL (RESPONSE='y ') OR (RESPONSE='n ')} 
WRITELN('Is this correct (y/n)?');
READLN(RESPONSE);
IF ( R E S P O N S E O 'y ' ) AND (RESPONSEO'n') THEN 
BEGIN
WRITE('RESPONSE MUST BE EITHER A LOWERCASE y OR A');
WRITELN(' LOWERCASE n ' );
END
UNTIL (RESPONSE = 'y') OR (RESPONSE = 'n');
IF RESPONSE = 'n' THEN 
BEGIN {BEGIN IF)
REPEAT {START OF REPEAT UNTIL (LAT>=0) AND (LAT<=90))
O U T :=FALSE;
WHILE OUT=FALSE DO 
BEGIN
WRITELN('Enter degrees of latitude');
CHECKINTEGER;
END;
LATDEG:=IN T ;
O U T :=FALSE;
WHILE OUT=FALSE DO 
BEGIN
WRITELN('Enter minutes of latitude');
CHECKINTEGER;
END;
LATMIN:= INT;
L A T :=LATDEG+( LATMIN/60);
IF (LAT>90) OR (LAT<0) THEN
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WRITELN('ERROR. Latitude must be between 0 and 90 degrees.'); 
UNTIL (LAT>=0) AND (LAT<=90);
END; {END IF}
UNTIL RESPONSE = 'y';
LATRAD:=(LATDEG*2*PI/360) + (LATMIN*2*PI/360/60);
{CHANGE DEGREES TO RADIANS}
END; {END PROCEDURE INTRO}
{
}
PROCEDURE CHANGE;
{THIS PROCEDURE ALLOWS THE USER TO CHANGE DATA THAT WAS ENTERED 
INCORRECTLY IN PROCEDURE GETDOCKDATA}
VAR
Q UIT:BOOLEAN; 
REPLY:CHAR;
{ALLOWS USER TO EXIT WHEN ENTRIES ARE CORRECT} 
{VARIABLE TO HOLD USER RESPONSE}
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE CHANGE}
QUIT:=FALSE;
REPEAT {START REPEAT UNTIL QUIT=TRUE}
REPEAT
WRITELN
WRITELN
WRITE('
WRITELN
WRITELN
WRITELN
WRITELN
WRITELN
WRITELN
WRITELN
WRITELN
WRITELN
WRITELN
WRITELN
WRITELN
WRITELN
WRITELN
WRITELN
WRITELN
WRITELN
Di
START REPEAT UNTIL REPLY-'1' O R . ..}
'Dock orientation is DOCKRECORD.DOCKORIENTATION,' degrees');
'Dock width is ',DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH:7:2,' meters'); 
stance between point A and point D is ');
7:2,' meters');
,DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTA:7:2,
,DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTB:7:2,
,DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTC:7:2,
,DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTD:7:2,
upland
DOCKRECORD.DOCKLENGTH 
'Height at point A is 
'Height at point B is 
'Height at point C is 
'Height at point D is
y|
'Options:
1. Change dock orientation
2. Change dock width
3. Change distance between A and D
4. Change height at point A
5. Change height at point B
6. Change height at point C
7. Change height at point D
D-
d B
°  I
c--C 
k I
meters') 
meters') 
meters') 
meters') 
') 
') 
') 
') 
') 
') 
')
 >')
') 
') 
') 
')
x
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WRITELN(' 8. Entries are correct (exit data entry) |orientation') 
WRITELN(' V ')
WRITELN('Enter your choice (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) water ')
READLN(REPLY);
UNTIL (REPLY=' 1' ) OR (REPLY='2') OR (REPLY='3') OR (REPLY='4')
OR (REPLY-'5') OR (REPLY=' 6' ) OR (REPLY-'7') OR (REPLY='8');
(DISPLAYS A LISTING OF USER ENTERED INFORMATION AND 
PRESENTS A MENU OF CHOICES FOR CHANGING INCORRECT 
ENTRIES OR LEAVING THE PROCEDURE}
IF REPLY-'1' THEN 
BEGIN 
REPEAT 
OUT:-FALSE;
WHILE OUT-FALSE DO 
BEGIN
WRITELN('Enter the orientation of the dock in degrees.');
CHECKINTEGER
END;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKORIENTATION:=INT;
IF (DOCKRECORD.DOCKORIENTATION>360)
OR (DOCKRECORD.DOCKORIENTATION<0) THEN 
BEGIN
WRITE('ERROR. Dock orientation must be between 0 and'); 
WRITELN(' 360 degrees.');
END;
UNTIL (DOCKRECORD.DOCKORIENTATION>=0) AND 
(DOCKRECORD.DOCKORIENTATION<=360);
END
(ALLOWS USER TO CHANGE DOCK ORIENTATION ENTRY}
ELSE
IF REPLY-'2' THEN 
BEGIN 
REPEAT
WRITELN('Enter the width of the dock in meters.');
CHECKREAL;
UNTIL OUT-TRUE;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH:-NUMBER;
END
(ALLOWS USER TO CHANGE DOCK WIDTH ENTRY}
ELSE
IF REPLY-'3' THEN 
BEGIN 
REPEAT
WRITE('Enter the distance (in meters) between point A and '); 
WRITELN('point D .');
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CHECKREAL;
UNTIL OUT=TRUE;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKLENGTH:=NUMBER;
END
{ALLOWS USER TO CHANGE DOCK LENGTH ENTRY}
ELSE
IF REPLY='4' THEN 
BEGIN 
REPEAT
WRITELN('Enter the height at point A in meters.'); 
CHECKREAL;
UNTIL OUT=TRUE;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTA:=NUMBER;
END
{ALLOWS USER TO CHANGE DOCK HEIGHT ENTRY)
ELSE
IF REPLY='5' THEN 
BEGIN 
REPEAT
WRITELN('Enter the height at point B in meters.'); 
CHECKREAL;
UNTIL OUT=TRUE;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTB:=NUMBER;
END
{ALLOWS USER TO CHANGE DOCK HEIGHT ENTRY}
ELSE
IF REPLY='6' THEN 
BEGIN 
REPEAT
WRITELN('Enter the height at point C in meters.'); 
CHECKREAL;
UNTIL OUT=TRUE;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTC:=NUMBER;
END
{ALLOWS USER TO CHANGE DOCK HEIGHT ENTRY}
ELSE
IF REPLY='7' THEN 
BEGIN 
REPEAT
WRITELN('Enter the height at point D in meters.'); 
CHECKREAL;
UNTIL OUT=TRUE;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTD:=NUMBER;
END
{ALLOWS USER TO CHANGE DOCK HEIGHT ENTRY}
ELSE
IF REPLY='8' THEN 
Q UIT:=TRUE;
{EXITS PROCEDURE}
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UNTIL QUIT=TRUE;
END; {END PROCEDURE CHANGE)
{________________________________________________________________________
)
PROCEDURE GETDOCKDATA;
{THIS PROCEDURE PROMPTS THE USER FOR, AND ALLOWS HIM/HER TO ENTER,
DOCK MEASUREMENTS THAT WILL BE USED IN SUBSEQUENT CALCULATIONS)
VAR
RESPONSE:CHAR;
REPLY:INTEGER; {VARIABLES TO HOLD USER ENTERED RESPONSES)
I:INTEGER; {GENERAL COUNTER)
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE GETDOCKDATA)
WRITE('Your dock will be positioned on an (x,y) coordinate system'); 
WRITELN(' as shown. Please');
WRITE('follow the directions for data entry. If you make a ');
WRITELN('mistake, please continue.');
WRITE( 'You will be given the opportunity to correct the entries '); 
WRITELN('later in the program.');
DRAWDOCK;
REPEAT 
O U T :=FALSE;
WHILE OUT=FALSE DO 
BEGIN
WRITE('Enter the orientation of the dock in degrees ');
WRITELN('(orientation should be measured');
WRITE('parallel to the long axis of the dock while facing'); 
WRITELN(' the water.');
WRITELN;
CHECKINTEGER
END;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKORIENTATION:=INT;
IF (DOCKRECORD.DOCKORIENTATION>360) OR 
(DOCKRECORD.DOCKORIENTATION<0) THEN 
BEGIN
WRITE('ERROR. Dock orientation must be between 0 ');
WRITELN('and 360 degrees.');
END;
UNTIL (DOCKRECORD.DOCKORIENTATION>=0) AND 
(DOCKRECORD.DOCKORIENTATION<=360);
WRITE('This program calculates true solar azimuth angles. If '); 
WRITELN('the orientation that was');
WRITE('just entered is a compass reading you must correct for '); 
WRITELN('compass error. Compass');
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WRITE('error results from two sources. These sources are '); 
WRITELN('variation and deviation. It');
WRITE('is assumed here that deviation is small. If this is not');
WRITELN(' true, program results');
WRITE('may not be accurate. You may want to take this into '); 
WRITELN('consideration when you are');
WRITE('asked to enter the variation below. A default value for'); 
WRITELN(' variation has been');
WRITE( 'provided for you. Check a nautical chart of your area to');
WRITELN(' see if this value is');
WRITE('appropriate. If the orientation that you just entered is'); 
WRITELN(' a true orientation,');
WRITELN('enter 0 (zero) as the variation.');
WRITELN;
REPEAT
WRITELN('Variation is ',VARIATION:3,' degrees ',DIRECTION);
REPEAT
WRITELN('Do you wish to change this (y/n)?');
READLN(RESPONSE);
IF ( RESPONSEO'y' ) AND (RESPONSEO'n' ) THEN
WRITE('Your response must be either a lowercase y or '); 
WRITELN('n,');
UNTIL (RESPONSE='y ') OR (RESPONSE='n');
IF RESPONSE='y ' THEN 
BEGIN
OUT:=FALSE;
WHILE OUT=FALSE DO 
BEGIN
WRITELN('Enter variation to the nearest degree.'); 
CHECKINTEGER;
END;
VARIATION:=INT;
REPEAT
WRITELN('Enter the direction of the variation (W or E).'); 
READLN(DIRECTION);
UNTIL (DIRECTION='W ') OR (DIRECTION='E ');
END;
UNTIL (RESPONSE='n ');
IF DIRECTIONSW' THEN
VARIATION:=-l*VARIATION;
DOCKRECORD.TRUEORIENTATION:=DOCKRECORD.DOCKORIENTATION+VARIATION;
IF DOCKRECORD.TRUEORIENTATIONCO THEN
DOCKRECORD.TRUEORIENTATION:=360-DOCKRECORD.TRUEORIENTATION;
IF DOCKRECORD.TRUEORIENTATION>360 THEN
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DOCKRECORD.TRUEORIENTATION:=DOCKRECORD.TRUEORIENTATION-360;
DRAWDOCK;
REPEAT
WRITELN('Enter the dock width in meters.');
CHECKREAL;
UNTIL OUT=TRUE;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH:-NUMBER;
DRAWDOCK;
REPEAT
WRITELN('Enter the distance, in meters, between points A and D.'); 
CHECKREAL;
UNTIL OUT-TRUE;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKLENGTH:=NUMBER;
DRAWDOCK;
REPEAT
WRITELN('Enter the height of the dock, in meters, at point A.'); 
CHECKREAL;
UNTIL OUT-TRUE;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTA:-NUMBER;
DRAWDOCK;
REPEAT
WRITELN('Enter the height of the dock, in meters, at point B.'); 
CHECKREAL;
UNTIL OUT-TRUE;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTB:-NUMBER;
DRAWDOCK;
REPEAT
WRITELN('Enter the height of the dock, in meters, at point C.'); 
CHECKREAL;
UNTIL OUT-TRUE;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTC:-NUMBER;
DRAWDOCK;
REPEAT
WRITELN('Enter the height of the dock, in meters, at point D.'); 
CHECKREAL;
UNTIL OUT-TRUE;
DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTD:-NUMBER;
{STORES INFORMATION ENTERED BY THE USER IN A RECORD)
WRITELN('Dock orientation is '.DOCKRECORD.DOCKORIENTATION,' degrees'); 
WRITELN('Dock width is',DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH:7:2,' meters');
WRITE('Distance between A and D is');
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WRITELN(DOCKRECORD.DOCKLENGTH:7:2,' meters');
WRITELN('Height at point A i s D O C K R E C O R D .DOCKHEIGHTA:7:2,' meters');
WRITELN('Height at point B i s D O C K R E C O R D .DOCKHEIGHTB:7:2,' meters');
WRITELN('Height at point C i s D O C K R E C O R D .DOCKHEIGHTC:7:2,' meters');
WRITELN('Height at point D is',DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTD:7:2,' meters');
DRAWDOCK;
WRITELN('Do you wish to change any of these entries (y/n)?');
READLN(RESPONSE);
{DISPLAYS INFORMATION ENTERED AND PROMPTS THE 
USER TO CHANGE ANY INCORRECT ENTRIES}
IF ( (RESPONSEO'y') AND (RESPONSEO'n') ) THEN 
REPEAT 
BEGIN
WRITELN('Do you wish to change any of these entries (y/n)?'); 
WRITELN('RESPONSE MUST BE A LOWERCASE y OR A LOWERCASE n.'); 
READLN(RESPONSE);
END
UNTIL (RESPONSE='y') OR (RESPONSE='n');
IF RESPONSE='y' THEN 
CHANGE
{ENTERS PROCEDURE CHANGE WHICH WILL ALLOW THE 
USER TO CHANGE INCORRECT ENTRIES}
ELSE
IF RESPONSE='n' THEN
WRITELN( 'Response was no. Entries are correct.');
WRITELN;
WRITE('The next portion of this data entry section will allow you'); 
WRITELN (' to enter the (x,y)');
WRITE('coordinates of up to 20 points on the marsh surface along '); 
WRITELN('with stem counts');
WRITE('for each point. Follow the prompts. If you make a mistake'); 
WRITELN(', continue. You will ');
WRITE('be given the opportunity to correct entries after all '); 
WRITELN('points are entered.');
WRITELN;
REPEAT 
O U T :=FALSE;
WHILE OUT=FALSE DO 
BEGIN
WRITELN('How many points would you like to enter?');
CHECKINTEGER;
END;
IF (INTCl) OR (INT>20) THEN
WRITELN('Your response must be an integer between 1 and 20.'); 
UNTIL (INT<=20) AND (INT>=1);
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POINTNUMBER:=INT;
FOR I:=1 TO POINTNUMBER DO 
BEGIN {BEGIN FOR)
REPEAT
WRITELN('Enter the x-coordinate of point number',I :3);
CHECKREAL;
UNTIL OUT=TRUE;
CHECKPOINTS[1,1]:=NUMBER;
REPEAT
WRITELN('Enter the y-coordinate of point number',I :3);
CHECKREAL;
UNTIL OUT=TRUE;
CHECKPOINTS[1,2]:=NUMBER;
O U T :=FALSE;
WHILE OUT=FALSE DO 
BEGIN
WRITELN('Enter the stem count at this point');
CHECKINTEGER;
END;
STEMS[I]:=INT;
END; {END FOR)
{ALLOWS THE USER TO ENTER THE X AND Y  COORDINATES OF 
UP TO 20 POSITIONS ON THE MARSH SURFACE}
FOR I:=1 TO POINTNUMBER DO 
BEGIN
WRITE(1:3,' (',CHECKPOINTS[1,1]:5:1,',') ;
WRITELN('CHECKPOINTS[I ,2]:5:1,') STEMS= ',STEMS[I ]:3);
END;
{DISPLAYS USER ENTERED VALUES ON SCREEN}
REPEAT
WRITELN('Are these values correct (y/n)?');
READLN(RESPONSE);
UNTIL (RESPONSE='y') OR (RESPONSE='n');
IF RESPONSE='n' THEN 
BEGIN 
REPEAT
FOR I:=1 TO POINTNUMBER DO 
BEGIN
WRITE(I:3,'(',CHECKPOINTS[I,l]:5:l,',');
WRITELN(CHECKPOINTS[1,2]:5:1,') STEMS= ',STEMS[I ]:3);
END;
WRITELN(POINTNUMBER+1:3,' Values are correct');
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REPEAT 
O U T :=FALSE;
WHILE OUT=FALSE DO 
BEGIN
WRITE('Enter the number that corresponds to the point'); 
WRITELN(' that you want to change.');
CHECKINTEGER;
END;
REPLY:=INT;
UNTIL (REPLY>=1) AND (REPLY<=P0INTNUMBER+1);
IF (REPLY>=1) AND (REPLY<=POINTNUMBER) THEN 
BEGIN 
REPEAT
WRITELN('Enter the x-value of point',REPLY:3);
CHECKREAL;
UNTIL OUT=TRUE;
CHECKPOINTS[REPLY,1 ] :=NUMBER;
REPEAT
WRITELN('Enter the y-value of point',REPLY:3);
CHECKREAL;
UNTIL OUT=TRUE;
CHECKPOINTS[REPLY,2]:=NUMBER;
OUT:=FALSE;
WHILE OUT=FALSE DO 
BEGIN
WRITELN('Enter the stem count at this point'); 
CHECKINTEGER;
END;
STEMS[REPLY]:=INT;
END;
UNTIL (REPLY=P0INTNUMBER+1);
[ALLOWS USER TO EDIT INCORRECT ENTRIES)
END;
END; [END PROCEDURE GETDOCKDATA)
{________________________________________________________________________
}
PROCEDURE FINDPRIMES;
[PROCEDURE FINDPRIMES CALCULATES THE X AND Y COORDINATES AND THE 
HEIGHT AT THE FOUR CORNERS OF THE DOCK USING THE INFORMATION ENTERED 
IN GETDOCKDATA. THE DOCK IS EXTENDED LANDWARD FROM POINTS A AND B (TO 
THE POINTS A PRIME AND B PRIME) UNTIL THE HEIGHT OF THE DOCK IS 0.0 
METERS (USING THE SLOPE OF THE MARSH SURFACE CALCULATED FROM THE
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HEIGHTS OF THE DOCK AT THE POINTS ENTERED BY THE USER). THE DOCK IS 
EXTENDED 10 METERS SEAWARD FROM POINTS C AND D TO THE POINTS C PRIME 
AND D PRIME.}
VAR
X:REAL;
BEGIN (BEGIN PROCEDURE FINDPRIMES}
IF (DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTA=DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTD) THEN 
BEGIN
DOCKRECORD.XAPRIME:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.YAPRIME:=DOCKRECORD.DOCKLENGTH+IO;
DOCKRECORD.XBPRIME:=DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH;
DOCKRECORD.YBPRIME:=DOCKRECORD.DOCKLENGTH+IO;
DOCKRECORD.TOTALLENGTH:=DOCKRECORD.DOCKLENGTH+20;
DOCKRECORD.HEIGHTCPRIME:=DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTC;
DOCKRECORD.HEIGHTDPRIME:=DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTD;
END
(IF THE SLOPE OF THE MARSH IS ZERO ALONG THE Y AXIS, THE 
DOCK IS EXTENDED 10 METERS LANDWARD FROM POINT A AND 10 
METERS SEAWARD FROM POINT C}
ELSE
BEGIN
X :=DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTA*
((DOCKRECORD.DOCKLENGTH)/(DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTC- 
DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTA));
(X IS THE DISTANCE BETWEEN POINT A (OR POINT B) AND THE 
POINT LANDWARD OF POINT A (OR POINT B) AT WHICH THE 
HEIGHT OF THE DOCK IS 0.0 METERS).}
DOCKRECORD.TOTALLENGTH:^ DOCKRECORD.DOCKLENGTH+X+IO.0;
DOCKRECORD.YAPRIME:=DOCKRECORD.DOCKLENGTH+X;
DOCKRECORD.XAPRIME:=0.0;
DOCKRECORD.XBPRIME:=DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH;
DOCKRECORD.YBPRIME:=DOCKRECORD.YAPRIME;
X :=(10.0*(DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTC -
DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTA))/DOCKRECORD.DOCKLENGTH;
(X IS THE CHANGE IN MARSH ELEVATION BETWEEN POINT C 
AND A POINT C PRIME, 10 METERS SEAWARD OF POINT C.}
DOCKRECORD.HEIGHTCPRIME:=DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTC+X;
DOCKRECORD.HEIGHTDPRIME:=DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTD+X;
END;
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DOCKRECORD.XCPRIME:=DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH;
DOCKRECORD.YCPRIME:=-10.0;
DOCKRECORD.YDPRIME:=-10.0;
DOCKRECORD.XDPRIME:=0.0;
END; {END PROCEDURE FINDPRIMES)
{________________________________________________________________________
)
PROCEDURE CALCCODECLINATION;
{PROCEDURE CALCODECLINATION CALCULATES THE GEOCENTRIC SOLAR COORDINATE 
OF CODECLINATION WHICH IS THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE INCIDENT RAYS OF THE 
SUN AND THE NORTH POLE.}
VAR
X :REAL;
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE CALCODECLINATION)
X:=(SIN(2*PI*23.5/360))*(SIN(2*PI*N/365.25));
IF (X>0.999) AND(X<1.001) THEN 
X:=0.999;
IF (X>-1.001) AND (X<-0.999) THEN 
X:=-0.999;
{PREVENTS DIVISION BY 0)
CODECLINATION:=(PI/2)-ARCTAN(X/(SQRT(1-SQR(X))));
{CALCULATES THE GEOCENTRIC SOLAR COORDINATE OF 
CODECLINATION (THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE SUN'S RAYS AND 
THE NORTH POLE), USING THE EQUATION:
COS(CODECLINATION)=
[SIN(23.5 DEG)][SIN(360 DEG * N)/365.25 DAYS]
(WIEDER 1982)
AND THE TRIGONOMETRIC RELATIONSHIP:
ARCCOS X = PI/2 - ARCTAN X/SQUAREROOT(l-X2)
(WEAST AND SELBY 1975))
END; {END PROCEDURE CALCCODECLINATION)
{________________________________________________________________________
)
PROCEDURE CALCHSUNSET;
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{PROCEDURE CALCHSUNSET CALCULATES THE GEOCENTRIC COORDINATE HOUR ANGLE 
AT SUNSET (THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE PROJECTION OF THE SUN'S RAYS IN THE 
EQUATORIAL PLANE AND THE LOCAL MERIDIAN).}
VAR
X :REAL;
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE CALCHSUNSET)
X :=(-1)*(COS(CODECLINATION)/SIN(CODECLINATION))*
(COS(COLATITUDE)/SIN(COLATITUDE));
IF (X>0.999) AND(X<1.001) THEN 
X : = 0 .999;
IF (X>-1.001) AND (XC-0.999) THEN 
X:=-0.999;
{PREVENTS DIVISION BY ZERO)
HSUNSET:=(PI/2)-ARCTAN(X/(SQRT(1-SQR(X))));
{CALCULATES THE GEOCENTRIC COORDINATE HOUR ANGLE AT 
SUNSET (THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE PROJECTION OF THE 
SUN'S RAYS IN THE EQUATORIAL PLANE AND THE LOCAL 
MERIDIAN), USING THE EQUATION:
HSUNSET = +OR- ARCCOS[(-COT CODECLINATION)*
(COT COLATITUDE)]
(WIEDER 1982)}
HSUNSET:=(HSUNSET*360)/(2*PI);
END; {END PROCEDURE CALCHSUNSET)
{ _
)
PROCEDURE CALCTDAYLIGHT;
{PROCEDURE CALCTDAYLIGHT CALCULATES THE NUMBER OF HOURS OF DAYLIGHT IN 
A GIVEN DAY USING THE EQUATION:
TDAYLIGHT=(24 HOURS/360 DEGREES)*2*HSUNSET
(WIEDER 1975)}
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE CALCTDAYLIGHT)
TDAYLIGHT:=(24/180)*HSUNSET;
DAYLIGHT:=DAYLIGHT+TDAYLIGHT;
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END; {END PROCEDURE CALCTDAYLIGHT}
{_______________________________________________________________________
}
PROCEDURE CALCSTARTANDEND;
{PROCEDURE CALCSTARTANDEND CALCULATES THE NUMBER OF HOURS BEFORE SOLAR 
NOON THAT THE INTEGRATION WILL START AND THE NUMBER OF HOURS AFTER 
SOLAR NOON THAT THE INTEGRATION WILL END}
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE CALCSTARTANDEND}
STARTPOINT:=(-1)*(TRUNC(TDAYLIGHT/2));
ENDPOINT:=TRUNC(TDAYLIGHT/2);
END; {END PROCEDURE CALCSTARTANDEND}
{_______________________________________________________________________
}
PROCEDURE CALCZENITHANGLE;
{PROCEDURE CALCZENITHANGLE CALCULATES THE LOCAL SOLAR COORDINATE OF 
ZENITH ANGLE (THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE SUN'S RAYS AND THE THE VERTICAL) 
USING THE EQUATION:
COS(ZENITH ANGLE)=COS(CODECLINATION)*COS(COLATITUDE)+ 
SIN(CODECLINATION)*SIN(COLATITUDE)*COS(HOUR ANGLE)
(WIEDER 1982)
AND THE TRIGONOMETRIC RELATIONSHIP:
ARCCOS X = (PI/2) - ARCTAN(X/SQRT(1-X2))
(WEAST AND SELBY 1975)}
VAR
X :REAL;
HOURANGLE:REAL;
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE CALCZENITHANGLE}
HOURANGLE:=T*PI/12;
X:= ( (COS(CODECLINATION))*(COS(COLATITUDE)))
+ ( (SIN(CODECLINATION))*(SIN(COLATITUDE))*(COS(HOURANGLE)));
IF (X>0.999) AND (XCl.001) THEN 
X:=0.999;
IF (X<-0.999) and (X>-1.001) THEN 
X:=-0.999;
{PREVENTS DIVISION BY ZERO}
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ZENITHANGLE:=(PI/2)-ARCTAN(X/(SQRT(1-SQR(X))));
END; {END PROCEDURE CALCZENITHANGLE)
{_________________________________________________________________________
)
PROCEDURE CALCAZIMUTHANGLE;
{PROCEDURE CALCAZIMUTHANGLE CALCULATES THE LOCAL SOLAR COORDINATE OF 
AZIMUTH ANGLE. AZIMUTH "ANGLE IS THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE PROJECTION OF 
THE SUN'S RAYS IN THE HORIZONTAL PLANE AND THE DIRECTION DUE SOUTH" 
(WIEDER 1982) USING THE EQUATION:
SIN(AZIMUTH ANGLE) = COS(DECLINATION)*SIN(HOUR ANGLE)/COS(ALTITUDE)
(BRINKWORTH 1972)
AND THE TRIGONOMETRIC RELATIONSHIP:
VAR
ARCSIN X = ARCTAN (X/SQRT(1-SQRX))
(WEAST AND SELBY 1975)}
ALTITUDE:REAL;
X :R EAL;
HOURANGLE:REAL; 
DECLINATION:REAL;
{LOCAL SOLAR COORDINATE) 
{STORES TEMPORARY VALUE) 
{GEOCENTRIC SOLAR COORDINATE) 
{GEOCENTRIC SOLAR COORDINATE)
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE CALCAZIMUTHANGLE)
HOURANGLE:=T*PI/12;
DECLINATION:=(PI/2) - CODECLINATION;
ALTITUDE:=(PI/2)-ZENITHANGLE;
{DECLINATION AND ALTITUDE ARE THE COMPLEMENTS OF 
CODECLINATION AND ZENITH ANGLE RESPECTIVELY AND ARE 
USED IN THE CALCULATION OF THE AZIMUTH ANGLE)
X:=((COS(DECLINATION))*(SIN(HOURANGLE)))/(COS(altitude));
{X IS THE SIN OF THE AZIMUTH ANGLE)
IF (X=-1.000000E+00) OR (X=l.000000E+00) THEN 
BEGIN
IF (X=-1.000000E+00) THEN 
AZIMUTHANGLE:=-PI/2;
IF (X=l.000000E+00) THEN 
AZIMUTHANGLE:=PI/2;
END
ELSE
BEGIN
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IF (X>0.99999) AND (X<1.00001) THEN 
X:=0.99999;
IF (X<-0.99999) and (x>-l.00001) THEN 
X:=-0.99999;
{PREVENTS DIVISION BY 0}
AZIMUTHANGLE:=ARCTAN(X / (SQRT(l-SQR(X))));
END;
{CALCULATES THE ANGLE WHOSE SIN IS X (THE AZIMUTH 
ANGLE)}
IF (N>=0) AND (N<=30) AND (T>=6) THEN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=(PI/2)+((PI/2)-AZIMUTHANGLE);
IF (N>=0) AND (N<=30) AND (T<=-6) THEN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=-1*(PI/2)+((-1*(PI/2))-AZIMUTHANGLE);
IF (N>=31) AND (N<=64) AND (T>=5) THEN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=(PI/2)+((PI/2)-AZIMUTHANGLE);
IF (N>=31) AND (N<=64) AND (T<=-5) THEN
A Z I M U T H A N G L E 1*(PI/2)+((-l*(PI/2))-AZIMUTHANGLE);
IF (N>=65) AND (N<=116) AND (T>=4) THEN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=(PI/2)+((PI/2)-AZIMUTHANGLE);
IF (N>=65) AND (N<=116) AND (T<=-4) THEN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=-l*(PI/2)+((-l*(PI/2))-AZIMUTHANGLE);
IF (N>=117) AND (N<=152) AND (T>=5) THEN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=(PI/2)+((PI/2)-AZIMUTHANGLE);
IF (N>=117) AND (N<=152) AND (T<=-5) THEN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=-l*(PI/2)+((-l*(PI/2))-AZIMUTHANGLE);
IF (N>=153) AND (T>=6) THEN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=(PI/2)+((PI/2)-AZIMUTHANGLE);
IF (N>=153) AND (T<=-6) THEN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=-l*(PI/2)+((-l*(PI/2))-AZIMUTHANGLE);
{PROVIDES FOR ANGLES THAT ARE LARGER THAN 90 DEGREES 
OR LESS THAN -90 DEGREES (VERIFIED USING AGETON 
METHOD FROM BOWDITCH)}
END; {END PROCEDURE CALCAZIMUTHANGLE}
{________________________________________________________________________
}
PROCEDURE ROTATION;
{EACH DOCK IS POSITIONED ON AN (X,Y) COORDINATE SYSTEM WITH THE 
ORIENTATION OF THE DOCK FACING IN THE DIRECTION OF THE -Y AXIS. 
PROCEDURE ROTATION ADJUSTS THE AZIMUTH ANGLE FOR THIS ROTATION OF THE 
DOCK.}
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BEGIN (BEGIN PROCEDURE ROTATION}
DOCKRECORD.RADORIENTATION:=DOCKRECORD.TRUEORIENTATION*2*PI/360;
IF (DOCKRECORD.RADORIENTATION>=0) AND (DOCKRECORD.RADORIENTATION<PI) 
THEN
BEGIN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=AZIMUTHANGLE+(PI-DOCKRECORD.RADORIENTATION);
IF (AZIMUTHANGLEC-PI) THEN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=2*PI+AZIMUTHANGLE;
IF (AZIMUTHANGLE>PI) THEN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=-1*(2*PI-AZIMUTHANGLE);
END;
IF (DOCKRECORD.RADORIENTATION<2*PI) AND (DOCKRECORD.RADORIENTATION>PI) 
THEN 
BEGIN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=2*PI+(AZIMUTHANGLE-(DOCKRECORD.RADORIENTATI ON -
pi) ) ;
IF (AZIMUTHANGLE>PI) THEN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=AZIMUTHANGLE-(2*PI);
END;
END; (END PROCEDURE ROTATION}
{________________________________________________________________________
}
PROCEDURE CALCSLOPE;
(PROCEDURE CALCSLOPE CALCULATES THE SLOPE OF THE MARSH SURFACE IN THE 
DIRECTION OF THE SUN'S RAYS. SLOPE IS DESIGNATED AS POSITIVE IF THE 
ELEVATION INCREASES IN THE DIRECTION OF THE SUN'S RAYS AND SLOPE IS 
DESIGNATED AS NEGATIVE IF ELEVATION DECREASES IN THE DIRECTION OF THE 
SUN'S RAYS.}
VAR
OPPOSITE:REAL;
ADJACENT:REAL;
HYPOTENUSE:REAL; (SIDES OF A TRIANGLE}
DELTAHEIGHT:REAL; (DIFFERENCE IN HEIGHT BETWEEN TWO POINTS}
YDISTANCE:REAL; (DISTANCE IN THE Y DIRECTION THAT A RAY
TRAVELS AS IT TRAVERSES THE WIDTH OF THE 
DOCK}
BEGIN (BEGIN PROCEDURE CALCSLOPE}
IF AZIMUTHANGLE=0.0 THEN
ALPHA:=ARCTAN(DOCKRECORD.HEIGHTDPRIME/DOCKRECORD.TOTALLENGTH)
ELSE
IF (AZIMUTHANGLE=PI) OR (AZIMUTHANGLE— 1*PI) THEN 
ALPHA:=-l*
(ARCTAN(DOCKRECORD.HEIGHTDPRIME/DOCKRECORD.TOTALLENGTH))
ELSE
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IF (AZIMUTHANGLE=PI/2) OR (AZIMUTHANGLE— l*PI/2) THEN 
ALPHA:=0.0
ELSE
IF (AZIMUTHANGLE>PI/2) AND (AZIMUTHANGLE<PI) THEN 
BEGIN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=AZIMUTHANGLE-(PI/2);
YDISTANCE:=(SIN(AZIMUTHANGLE)/COS(AZIMUTHANGLE))*
(DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH);
DELTAHEIGHT:=YDISTANCE*
(DOCKRECORD.HEIGHTCPRIME/DOCKRECORD.TOTALLENGTH);
HYPOTENUSE:=SQRT((SQR(DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH)+SQR(YDISTANCE))); 
ALPHA:=ARCTAN(DELTAHEIGHT/HYPOTENUSE);
ALPHA:— 1*ALPHA;
AZIMUTHANGLE:=AZIMUTHANGLE+(PI/2);
END
ELSE
IF (AZIMUTHANGLE>-PI) AND (AZIMUTHANGLE<-PI/2) THEN 
BEGIN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=-AZIMUTHANGLE-P1/2;
YDISTANCE:=(SIN(AZIMUTHANGLE)/COS(AZIMUTHANGLE))*
(DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH);
DELTAHEIGHT:=YDISTANCE*
(DOCKRECORD.HEIGHTCPRIME/DOCKRECORD.TOTALLENGTH);
HYPOTENUSE:=SQRT((SQR(DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH)+SQR(YDISTANCE))); 
ALPHA:=ARCTAN(DELTAHEIGHT/HYPOTENUSE);
ALPHA: — 1*ALPHA;
AZIMUTHANGLE:=-AZIMUTHANGLE -(PI/2);
END
ELSE
IF (AZIMUTHANGLE>0.0) AND (AZIMUTHANGLE<PI/2)THEN 
BEGIN
ADJACENT:=DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH/
(SIN(AZIMUTHANGLE)/COS(AZIMUTHANGLE));
DELTAHEIGHT:=ADJACENT*DOCKRECORD.HEIGHTCPRIME/
DOCKRECORD.TOTALLENGTH;
HYPOTENUSE:=(SQRT(SQR(ADJACENT)+SQR(DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH)));
ALPHA:=ARCTAN(DELTAHEIGHT/HYPOTENUSE);
END
ELSE
IF (AZIMUTHANGLE>-PI/2) AND (AZIMUTHANGLE<0.0) THEN 
BEGIN
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AZIMUTHANGLE:=ABS(AZIMUTHANGLE);
ADJACENT:=DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH/
(SIN(AZIMUTHANGLE)/COS(AZIMUTHANGLE));
DELTAHEIGHT:=ADJACENT*DOCKRECORD.HEIGHTDPRIME/
DOCKRECORD.TOTALLENGTH;
HYPOTENUSE:=(SQRT(SQR(ADJACENT)+SQR(DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH)));
ALPHA:=ARCTAN(DELTAHEIGHT/HYPOTENUS E );
AZIMUTHANGLE:=-1*AZIMUTHANGLE;
END;
END; {END PROCEDURE CALCSLOPE}
{________________________________________________________________________
}
PROCEDURE FINDSHADOW;
{PROCEDURE FINDSHADOW CALCULATES THE COORDINATES OF THE CORNERS OF A 
PATCH OF SHADE USING THE HEIGHT OF THE DOCK AT EACH CORNER, THE 
AZIMUTH ANGLE, THE ZENITH ANGLE, AND THE SLOPE OF THE MARSH SURFACE IN 
THE DIRECTION OF THE SUN'S RAYS}
VAR
X:REAL; {HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM THE CORNER OF A DOCK TO THE 
CORRESPONDING CORNER OF A PATCH OF SHADE}
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE FINDSHADOW}
IF (ALPHA>0.0) THEN
X:=(DOCKRECORD.HEIGHTCPRIME)/
((COS(ZENITHANGLE)/SIN(ZENITHANGLE))+(SIN(ALPHA)/COS(ALPHA)));
ELSE
BEGIN
ALPHA:=ABS(ALPHA);
X :=DOCKRECORD.HEIGHTCPRIME*(SIN(ZENITHANGLE)/COS(ZENITHANGLE))*
(COS(ALPHA)+ (SIN(ALPHA)*SIN(ALPHA+ZENITHANGLE)/
COS(ALPHA+ZENITHANGLE)))*COS(ALPHA);
X :=ABS(X);
ALPHA:=(-1)*ALPHA;
END;
SHADOWRECORD.XASHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.XAPRIME;
SHADOWRECORD.YASHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.YAPRIME;
SHADOWRECORD.XBSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.XBPRIME;
SHADOWRECORD.YBSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.YBPRIME;
IF AZIMUTHANGLE=(PI/2) THEN
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BEGIN
SHADOWRECORD.XCSHADOW:-DOCKRECORD.XCPRIME + X; 
SHADOWRECORD.YCSHADOW:-DOCKRECORD.YCPRIME; 
SHADOWRECORD.XDSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.XDPRIME + X; 
SHADOWRECORD.YDSHADOW:-DOCKRECORD.YDPRIME;
END
ELSE
IF AZIMUTHANGLE=((-l)*(PI/2)) THEN 
BEGIN
SHADOWRECORD.XCSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.XCPRIME - X; 
SHADOWRECORD.YCSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.YCPRIME; 
SHADOWRECORD.XDSHADOW:-DOCKRECORD.XDPRIME - X; 
SHADOWRECORD.YDSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.YDPRIME;
END
ELSE
IF (AZIMUTHANGLE=PI) OR (AZIMUTHANGLE=-1*PI) THEN 
BEGIN
SHADOWRECORD.XCSHADOW:—DOCKRECORD.XCPRIME; 
SHADOWRECORD.YCSHADOW:-DOCKRECORD.YCPRIME - X; 
SHADOWRECORD.XDSHADOW:-DOCKRECORD.XDPRIME; 
SHADOWRECORD.YDSHADOW:-DOCKRECORD.YDPRIME - X; 
END
ELSE
IF (AZIMUTHANGLE— 0.0) THEN 
BEGIN
SHADOWRECORD.XCSHADOW:-DOCKRECORD.XCPRIME; 
SHADOWRECORD.YCSHADOW:-DOCKRECORD.YCPRIME + X; 
SHADOWRECORD.XDSHADOW:-DOCKRECORD.XDPRIME; 
SHADOWRECORD.YDSHADOW:-DOCKRECORD.YDPRIME + X; 
END
ELSE
IF (AZIMUTHANGLE>-PI/2) AND (AZIMUTHANGLECO.0) THEN 
BEGIN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=(-1)*AZIMUTHANGLE;
SHADOWRECORD.XCSHADOW:-DOCKRECORD.XCPRIME - 
((SIN(AZIMUTHANGLE))*X);
SHADOWRECORD.YCSHADOW:-DOCKRECORD.YCPRIME +
((COS(AZIMUTHANGLE))* X ) ;
SHADOWRECORD.XDSHADOW:-DOCKRECORD.XDPRIME - 
((SIN(AZIMUTHANGLE))*X);
SHADOWRECORD.YDSHADOW:-DOCKRECORD.YDPRIME +
((COS(AZIMUTHANGLE))*X);
END
ELSE
IF (AZIMUTHANGLE>0.0) AND (AZIMUTHANGLE<PI/2) THEN 
BEGIN
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SHADOWRECORD.XCSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.XCPRIME +
((SIN(AZIMUTHANGLE))*X);
SHADOWRECORD.YCSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.YCPRIME +
((COS(AZIMUTHANGLE))* X ) ;
SHADOWRECORD.XDSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.XDPRIME + 
((SIN(AZIMUTHANGLE))* X ) ;
SHADOWRECORD.YDSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.YDPRIME +
((COS(AZIMUTHANGLE))*X);
END
ELSE
IF (AZIMUTHANGLE>PI/2) AND (AZIMUTHANGLE<PI) THEN 
BEGIN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=AZIMUTHANGLE-(PI/2) ;
SHADOWRECORD.XCSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.XCPRIME +
((COS(AZIMUTHANGLE))*X);
SHADOWRECORD.YCSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.YCPRIME - 
((SIN(AZIMUTHANGLE))*X);
SHADOWRECORD.XDSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.XDPRIME +
((COS(AZIMUTHANGLE))*X);
SHADOWRECORD.YDSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.YDPRIME - 
((SIN(AZIMUTHANGLE))*X);
END
ELSE
IF (AZIMUTHANGLEC-PI/2) AND (AZIMUTHANGLE>-PI) THEN 
BEGIN
AZIMUTHANGLE:=ABS(AZIMUTHANGLE)-(PI/2);
SHADOWRECORD.XCSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.XCPRIME - 
((COS(AZIMUTHANGLE))*X);
SHADOWRECORD.YCSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.YCPRIME - 
((SIN(AZIMUTHANGLE))*X);
SHADOWRECORD.XDSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.XDPRIME - 
((COS(AZIMUTHANGLE))*X);
SHADOWRECORD.YDSHADOW:=DOCKRECORD.YDPRIME - 
((SIN(AZIMUTHANGLE))*X);
END;
END; {END PROCEDURE FINDSHADOW}
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PROCEDURE INOROUT;
{PROCEDURE INOROUT DETERMINES WHETHER SPECIFIED POINTS ON THE MARSH 
SURFACE ARE INSIDE OR OUTSIDE THE BOUNDARIES OF A PATCH OF SHADE}
VAR
LOWXBOUND:R EAL; 
HIGHXBOUND:REA L ; 
LOWYBOUND:R EAL; 
HIGHYBOUND:R EAL;
I:INTEGER;
Y :REAL;
B :R EAL;
DELTAY,DELTAX:REA L ;
{THE LOW AND HIGH (X,Y) COORDINATES OF 
THE SHADED AREA CORRESPONDING TO THE 
(X,Y) COORDINATES OF A SPECIFIC POINT ON 
THE MARSH SURFACE)
{ALL PURPOSE COUNTER}
{Y COORDINATE OF A SPECIFIED POINT}
{Y INTERCEPT}
{DETERMINE SLOPE OF A LINE}
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE INOROUT)
REPEAT
IF SHADOWRECORD.YASHADOW>SHADOWRECORD.YC SHADOW THEN 
BEGIN
LOWYBOUND:=SHADOWRECORD.YCSHADOW;
HIGHYBOUND:=SHADOWRECORD.YASHADOW;
END
ELSE
BEGIN
LOWYBOUND:=SHADOWRECORD.YASHADOW;
HIGHYBOUND:=SHADOWRECORD.YCSHADOW;
END;
IF SHADOWRECORD.XASHADOW=SHADOWRECORD.XDSHADOW THEN 
LOWXBOUND:=SHADOWRECORD.XASHADOW
ELSE
BEGIN
Y : CHECKPOINTS [1,2];
B :=SHADOWRECORD.YASHADOW;
DELTAY:=SHADOWRECORD.YASHADOW-SHADOWRECORD.YDSHADOW;
DELTAX:=SHADOWRECORD.XASHADOW-SHADOWRECORD.XDSHADOW;
LOWXBOUND:=(Y-B)/(DELTAY/DELTAX);
END;
HIGHXBOUND:=LOWXBOUND+DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH;
IF (CHECKPOINTS[I,1]>LOWXBOUND) AND (CHECKPOINTS[I ,1]<HIGHXB0UND) AND 
(CHECKPOINTS[I,2 ]>LOWYBOUND) AND (CHECKPOINTS[I ,2]CHIGHYBOUND) THEN
SHADEPOINTS[I]:=SHADEPOINTS[I ]+0.25;
I:=1+1;
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UNTIL I>POINTNUMBER;
END; {END PROCEDURE INOROUT)
{________________________________________________________________________
)
PROCEDURE REPORT;
{PROCEDURE REPORT PROMPTS THE USER TO CREATE A FILE WHICH WILL CONTAIN 
THE RESULTS OF THE PROGRAM'S CALCULATIONS)
VAR
I:INTEGER;
HEADING:STRING;
BEGIN {BEGIN PROCEDURE REPORT)
RESET(INPUT,'-TTY');
WRITE('ENTER THE NAME OF THE FILE TO WHICH YOU WANT THE REPORT'); 
WRITELN(' WRITTEN');
RESET(INPUT,'-INTERACTIVE');
READLN(REPORTFILE);
RESET(INPUT,'-TTY');
WRITE('How would you like your report labelled (up to 60 ');
WRITELN('characters)? ' ) ;
RESET(INPUT,'-INTERACTIVE');
READLN(HEADING);
REWRITE(R,REPORTFILE);
WRITELN(R,HEADING);
WRITELN(R, ' ' ) ;
WRITE(R,'*Latitude=',LATDEG:3,' DEGREES ',LATMIN:3,' MINUTES ('); 
WRITELN(R,LATRAD:12,' radians)');
WRITELN(R);
WRITELN(R,' DOCK MEASUREMENTS:');
WRITE(R,' upland ');
WRITELN(R,' *Orientation=',DOCKRECORD.DOCKORIENTATION:4,' degrees'); 
WRITE(R,' A ');
WRITELN(R , ' *Width=',DOCKRECORD.DOCKWIDTH:5:1,' meters');
WRITE(R,' y| Total');
WRITELN(R,' 1ength='.DOCKRECORD.TOTALLENGTH:6:1,' meters');
WRITE(R,' |-----| Height at seaward');
WRITELN(R , ' end='.DOCKRECORD.HEIGHTCPRIME:5:1,' meters');
WRITE(R,' | d | ^Distance between A and');
WRITELN(R , ' D='.DOCKRECORD.DOCKLENGTH:5:1,' meters');
WRITE(R,' A o B *Heightat');
WRITELN(R , ' A='.DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTA:5:1,' meters');
WRITE(R , ' j c | ^Height at');
WRITELN(R , ' B='.DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTB:5:1,' meters');
WRITE(R,'(0,0) D--k--C...... > *Heightat');
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WRITELN(R,'
WRITE(R,'
WRITELN(R,'
WRITELN(R,'
WRITELN(R,'
WRITELN(R,'
WRITELN(R,'
WRITELN(R,'
WRITELN(R);
WRITE(R,'
WRITELN(R,'
FOR I:=1 TO 
BEGIN
WRITE(R,'Location',1:3,':(',CHECKPOINTS[I ,1]:4:1,',');
WRITE(R,CHECKPOINTS[I,2 ] :4:1,') '.STEMS[I]:3);
WRITE(R,' ',SHADEPOINTS[I ]:10:2,' ');
WRITELN(R,(1-((DAYLIGHT-SHADEPOINTS[I])/DAYLIGHT))*100:6:2);
END;
WRITELN(R);
WRITE(R,' # OF DAYLIGHT HOURS');
WRITELN(R,' = ' .DAYLIGHT:10:2);
WRITELN(R);
WRITE(R,'* user entered (other values are calculated from user'); 
WRITELN(R , ' entered information)');
WRITELN(R,'---------------------------------------------------------------- ');
CLOSE(R);
END; {END PROCEDURE REPORT}
{________________________________________________________________________
}
C = ',DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTC:5:1,' meters');
I I I  x ^Height at');
D = ',DOCKRECORD.DOCKHEIGHTD:5:1,' meters');
I');
I');
V orientation'); 
water');
^Coordinates ^Sterns ') ; 
Shade(hrs) % reduction');
POINTNUMBER DO
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{-----MAIN-PROGRAM---- MAIN-PROGRAM---- MAIN-PROGRAM---- MAIN-PROGRAM---- }
{-----MAIN-PROGRAM---- MAIN-PROGRAM---- MAIN-PROGRAM---- MAIN-PROGRAM---- }
{-----MAIN-PROGRAM---- MAIN-PROGRAM---- MAIN-PROGRAM---- MAIN-PROGRAM---- }
BEGIN {BEGIN MAIN PROGRAM}
INITIALIZE; 
INTRO;
{SET INITIAL VALUES) 
{GIVE INSTRUCTIONS}
COLATITUDE:=(PI/2)-LATRAD;
{CALCULATE COLATITUDE (COMPLEMENT OF LATITUDE)}
GETDOCKDATA; 
FINDPRIMES;
{PROMPT USER FOR FIELD MEASUREMENTS}
{CALCULATE PARAMETERS FROM FIELD MEASUREMENTS}
FOR N:=0 TO 214 DO
BEGIN {BEGIN FOR}
WRITELN('N = ',N:4);
CALCCODECLINATION; 
CALCHSUNSET; 
CALCTDAYLIGHT; 
CALCSTARTANDEND;
{FOR EACH DAY OF THE GROWING SEASON}
{CALCULATE SOLAR CODECLINATION} 
{CALCULATE HOUR ANGLE AT SUNSET} 
{CALCULATE # OF HOURS OF DAYLIGHT} 
{CALCULATE A STARTING AND END POINT}
T :=STARTPOINT;
WHILE T<=ENDPOINT DO
BEGIN {BEGIN WHILE} 
CALCZENITHANGLE; 
CALCAZIMUTHANGLE; 
ROTATION;
CALCSLOPE;
FINDSHADOW;
INOROUT;
T :=T+ 0 .25;
END; {END WHILE}
END; {END FOR}
{T REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF HOURS} 
{BEFORE OR AFTER SOLAR NOON}
{CALCULATE SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE} 
{CALCULATE SOLAR AZIMUTH ANGLE}
{ROTATE AXES}
{CALCULATE SLOPE OF MARSH}
{FIND BOUNDARIES OF SHADOW}
{DETERMINE IF POINTS ARE INSIDE OR 
OUTSIDE SHADOW BOUNDARIES}
{REPEAT CALCULATIONS EVERY 15 MINUTES}
REPORT; {PRODUCE A REPORT OF RESULTS}
END. {END MAIN PROGRAM}
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APPENDIX B. 
Description of Program Shadow
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INTRODUCTION
Program Shadow (given in Appendix A.) is designed to calculate 
the number of hours that any given point on a marsh surface is shaded 
by an open-pile structure of specified orientation and dimensions.
The program calculates solar position at 0.25 hour increments from 
sunrise to sunset for each day of the growing season (designated mid- 
March through mid-October to represent a typical growing season in 
Virginia). Using the calculated solar position, information provided 
by the program's user (orientation and dimensions of the structure), 
and basic trigonometric relationships, the location of the boundaries 
of a patch of shade produced by the specified structure at the 
calculated solar position is found. A comparison of the position of 
this shaded area with the position of a specified point on the marsh 
surface is made. The number of hours that each point of interest is 
shaded during a growing season is reported.
The functions and procedures that are called in program Shadow 
are listed below.
Functions called: 
Chartoreal 
Chartointeger
Procedures called: 
Initialize 
Fillarray 
Checkline 
Buildarrays 
Checkreal 
Intcheck 
Checkinteger 
Drawdock
Intro 
Change 
Getdockdata 
Findprimes 
Calccodeclination 
Calchsunset 
Calctdaylight 
Calcstartandend
Calczenithangle
Calcaz imuthangle
Rotation
Calcslope
Findshadow
Inorout
Report
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These functions and procedures are discussed in the sections that 
follow. The order that they are called in Program Shadow is given 
below. Function Chartoreal and procedures Checkline, Buildarrays, and 
Checkreal were taken (and modified) from a program called Get_real 
written by John Posenau.
Order of procedure calls in main program:
Initialize
Intro
Getdockdata
Findprimes
For each day of the growing season:
Calccodeclination 
Calchsunset 
Calctdaylight 
Calcs tartandend
From sunrise to sunset of each day:
Calczenithangle
C a1caz imuthang1e
Rotation
Calcslope
Findshadow
Inorout
Report
APPENDIX B.
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SECTION B1
Procedures Initialize Functions Chartoreal
Fillarray Chartointeger
Checkline
Buildarrays
Checkreal
Intcheck
Checkinteger
Drawdock
Intro
Change
Getdockdata
These first 11 procedures and 2 functions are generally devoted 
to providing program Shadow's user with information on how to enter 
the orientation and dimensions of a pier and other field measurements 
associated with the structure in question. They will be discussed 
briefly in this section.
Procedure Initialize sets the initial values of many of the 
program's global variables. This is necessary so that variables do 
not take "old" values from previous program runs or arbitrary and 
unknown initial values.
Procedure Intro provides instructions for entering field 
measurements that will be used by program Shadow in subsequent 
calculations. Since calculations of solar position depend upon 
latitude, this procedure also provides an opportunity to change the 
latitude from a default value of 37°15'. Procedures Checkinteger, 
Fillarray, Intcheck, and function Chartointeger are called for the 
first time in procedure Intro. These are used as part of a "safety 
net" to keep the program from "crashing" if the user enters a
APPENDIX B.
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character string that is not an integer when the program is expecting 
an integer.
Procedure Getdockdata prompts the user to enter the following 
information (Figure 9):
Si
1. The orientation (compass reading) of the pier.
2. The width of the pier.
3. The height of pier at point A.
4. The height of pier at point B.
5. The height of pier at point C.
6. The height of pier at point D.
8
7. The distance between B and C.
The (x,y) coordinates of transect points P ^ , , P ^ » •••»^nC ’
9. The number of Spartina alterniflora stems / 0. lm^ at each 
transect point.
After the user enters the orientation, he/she is given the 
opportunity to correct for compass error. Compass error results 
from two sources - variation and deviation. Variation results 
from the fact that the earth's magnetic pole does not coincide 
with the earth's geographic pole (Norville 1973). The magnitude 
and direction of this variation depends upon your location on 
the earth's surface. Because program Shadow calculates true 
azimuth, the fact that the pier orientation is a compass reading 
must be accounted for. The user is given the opportunity to 
change the variation from a default value of 9°W. This value 
will be used to correct the pier orientation from a compass 
reading to a true reading. Deviation is a function of the 
compass and it is assumed here that deviation is small.
Heights at B and C were measured in the field. For the piers 
used in this project, height A is assumed to equal height B and
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height D is assumed to equal height C. The current program 
would have to be modified to accommodate structures for which 
this assumption would not be a safe one.
The surface of the pier lies in a plane that intersects the 
plane of the marsh surface at the landward terminus of the 
structure. Using the information entered by the user, the 
program places the pier in an (X,Y) coordinate system whose 
plane is coincident with the plane of the pier's surface. The 
location of the origin of this coordinate system is shown in 
figure 12. The Y-axis runs the length of the structure along 
one edge, while the X-axis (perpendicular the the Y-axis) 
generally coincides with the axis of the transect. The location 
of a patch of shade at a given time will be projected to this 
surface and compared with the location of each transect point to 
determine which points are being shaded at that time.
Procedure Drawdock is called in procedure Getdockdata. When this 
procedure is called, a schematic drawing of a pier is displayed at the 
terminal along with a prompt for the next measurement that the user 
must enter. The appropriate measurement appears on the schematic 
drawing so that the user can confirm that he/she is entering the 
correct measurement.
Procedures Checkreal, Fillarray, Checkline, Buildarrays, and 
function Chartoreal are called in procedure Getdockdata. These are 
analogous to the procedures used to check integer values. They 
prevent the program from "crashing" if the user enters a character 
string that is not a real number when the program is expecting a real 
number.
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Procedure Change is also called in procedure Getdockdata. This 
is another "safety net" to guard against processing incorrect data. 
When this procedure is called, the measurements entered by the user 
are displayed at the terminal and he/she is given the opportunity to 
change any of the entries.
Once the data entry is completed, program Shadow is ready to 
calculate the number of hours that each point (P^> s l^own
in Figure 9) is shaded during a growing season by the specified 
structure.
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Figure 9.
Illustration of field measurements entered in 
procedure Getdockdata.
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SECTION B2
Procedure Findprimes
Procedure Findprimes calculates the following pier dimensions 
(Figure 10) based upon the information entered in procedure 
Getdockdata.
1. The (x,y) coordinates of A', B ' , C', and D'.
Using the slope of the marsh surface (calculated from the 
height of the pier at points A, B, C, and D - entered in 
procedure Getdockdata and illustrated in Figure 9), 
procedure Findprimes extends the pier landward from points A 
and B to points A' and B' where the height of the pier is 
0.0 meters. The pier is extended 10 meters seaward from 
points C and D to the points C' and D ' .
2. The total length of the pier (A' to D').
3. The height of the pier at C'.
4. The height of the pier at D ' ,
A'B'C'D' is the structure that will be used in subsequent 
calculations to determine the location of a patch of shade on the 
marsh surface for a given solar position.
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Figure 10.
Illustration of dimensions calculated in 
procedure Findprimes.
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SECTION B3
Procedures Calccodeclination 
Calchsunset 
Calctdaylight 
Calcstartandend
The next 4 procedures calculate quantities that must be known 
before solar position can be determined from sunrise to sunset for a 
given day. Procedure Calccodeclination calculates the geocentric 
solar coordinate of codeclination. Geocentric solar coordinates are 
distinguished from local solar coordinates because they are measured 
from the earth's center rather than from the earth's surface. 
Codeclination (Figure 11) is the angle between the incident rays of 
the sun and the North Pole. Its value is used in subsequent 
calculations of local solar position. Equation 1 (from Wieder 1982) 
is used to calculate codeclination.
cos(codeclination) = sin(23.5°)*sin(360°* N)/365.25 days (1)
The procedure is entered with a value for N. N is the number of days 
after the spring equinox (March 21), thus representing the day of the 
growing season for which solar position is to be calculated.
Because Pascal does not have an arccos function, once the 
quantity on the right hand side of equation 1 is calculated, the 
codeclination is found using the trigonometric relationship in 
equation 2 (from Weast and Selby 1975).
APPENDIX B.
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arccos(x) = (pi/2) - [arctan(x)/squareroot(l-x )]
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(2)
For any given day, program Shadow will calculate solar position 
at 0.25 hour intervals from sunrise to sunset. In order to do this, 
the number of daylight hours in that particular day must be known.
This quantity is found using equations 3 and 4 (from Wieder 1982).
-1
H = cos [-cot(codeclination) * cot(colatitude)] (3)s uns 6
hours of daylight = 24 * H *-/180 (4)
•Id m  io c u
H is the hour angle at sunset. The hour angle (Figure 11)
o Lll lo L
is a geocentric solar coordinate representing the "angle between the
projection of the sun's rays in the equatorial plane and the local
meridian" (Wieder 1982). Equation 3 is used in procedure Calchsunset
to calculate H for any given day. The procedure is entered withsunset J ° J *
values for codeclination and colatitude. Codeclination is calculated
in procedure Calcodeclination. Colatitude is the complement of
latitude and is calculated after a value for latitude has been entered
in procedure Intro (see Section Bl). Program Shadow calculates a
value for [-cot(codeclination) * cot(colatitude)] and then H iss vin s 6 c
found using the trigonometric relationship in equation 2. Once
H is known, procedure Calctdaylight calculates the number ofsuns e t
hours of daylight using equation 4.
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Using the value obtained in procedure Calctdaylight, procedure 
Calcstartandend can determine the number of hours before solar noon 
that program Shadow will start calculating solar position (equation 5) 
and the number of hours after solar noon that program Shadow will stop 
calculating solar position (equation 6).
start point = -1 * trunc(number of hours of daylight/2) (5)
end point = trunc(number of hours of daylight/2) (6)
Trunc takes a real value and returns the integer part of that 
value (Welsh and Elder 1979). Once these quantities are known (start 
point and end point), program Shadow can be directed to start 
calculating solar position just after sunrise and to stop calculating 
solar position just before sunset. The two angles which define solar 
position relative to a point on the surface of the earth are the local 
solar coordinates of zenith angle and azimuth angle. These will be 
discussed in the next two sections.
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Figure 11.
Illustration of the geocentric solar coordinates of 
declination, codeclination, and hour angle.
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SECTION B4
Procedure Calczenithangle
Procedure Calczenithangle calculates the local solar coordinate 
of zenith angle. The zenith angle (Figure 12) is the "angle between 
the sun's rays and the vertical" and it is calculated using equation 7 
(from Wieder 1982).
cos(zenith angle) = [cos(codeclination)*cos(colatitude)] +
The procedure is entered with values for codeclination (calculated in 
procedure Calcodeclination) and colatitude (complement of latitude). 
Equation 8 (from Wieder 1982) is used to calculate the hour angle (see 
Section B3 for a definition of hour angle).
The procedure is entered with a value for T (the number of hours 
before or after solar noon).
Once the quantity on the right hand side of equation 7 has been 
calculated, the zenith angle is found using the trigonometric 
relationship in equation 2.
[sin(codeclination)*sin(colatitude)*cos(hourangle)] (7)
hour angle = T*pi/12 (8)
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Figure 12.
Illustration of the local solar coordinates of 
zenith angle, azimuth angle, and altitude.
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SECTION B5
Procedure Calcazimuthangle
Procedure Calcazimuthangle calculates the local solar coordinate 
of azimuth angle (Figure 12). The azimuth angle is defined here as 
the "angle between the projection of the sun's rays in the horizontal 
plane and the direction due south" (Wieder 1982). Equation 9 is used 
to calculate the azimuth angle (from Brinkworth 1972).
sin(azimuth angle)=cos(declination)*sin(hourangle)/cos(altitude) (9)
The procedure is entered with values for codeclination and zenith 
angle. Declination (Figure 11) is a geocentric solar coordinate 
representing the angle between the sun's rays and the equatorial 
plane. Declination is the complement of codeclination (calculated in 
procedure Calcodeclination). Altitude (Figure 12) is the complement 
of the zenith angle (zenith angle is calculated in procedure 
Calczenithangle), See Section B4 for a discussion of the calculation 
of hour angles.
Because Pascal does not have an arcsin function, once the 
quantity on the right hand side of equation 9 is calculated, the 
trigonometric relationship in equation 10 (from Weast and Selby 1975) 
is used to find the azimuth angle.
2
arcsin(x) = arctan[x/squareroot(l-x )] (10)
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To use the results of equation 9 correctly, due south is defined 
as zero degrees. When the sun's position is east of south, azimuth 
angles are negative; when the sun's position is west of south, azimuth 
angles are positive (Figure 12). Equation 9 presents problems in 
cases where the azimuth angle is greater than +90° or less than -90° 
(solar position is north of west or north of east). Because equation 
9 uses a sine function, whose values are always between -1 and +1, it 
will always return an angle that is greater than -90° and less than 
+90° (see Figure 13).
For example, sin(110°) = sin(70°) = 0 .94. If the azimuth angle 
is actually 110°, equation 9 will return a value of 70°. Since the 
sun often rises north of east and sets north of west in the Northern 
Hemisphere, the Ageton Method (Bowditch 1975) was used to determine 
when the azimuth angle would be less than -90° or greater than +90°. 
When this occurs, a procedure is used to "force" equation 9 to return 
an angle greater than +90° or less than -90°. When the azimuth angle 
is greater than +90°, the angle that is returned in equation 9 (70° in 
the example above) is subtracted from +90° and the result is added to 
+90° (90°- 70°= 20°; 90°+ 20°= 110° for the above example).
Similarly, when the azimuth angle is less than -90°, the angle 
returned in equation 9 is subtracted from -90° and the result is added 
to -90°.
Note: This part of the program does not work for all latitudes 
because the days of the year that azimuth angles reach angles greater 
than +90° or less than -90° are not the same at all latitudes.
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Figure 13. 
Sine function.
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SECTION B6 
Procedure Rotation
The equations used to determine solar azimuth angle define due 
south as 0° (Section B5). Program Shadow places each pier on an (X,Y) 
coordinate system (Figure 9). This coordinate system is determined by 
the orientation of the pier and may (Figure 14a) or may not (Figure 
14b) coincide with the axes used to determine the solar azimuth angle. 
Procedure Rotation accounts for the difference between the axes based 
upon the orientation of the pier and the axes used to determine the 
solar azimuth angle. The azimuth angle calculated in procedure 
Calcazimuthangle (Section B5) is adjusted so that the position of the 
sun can be located by measuring the azimuth angle from the -Y axis 
rather than from due south.
For example, if an azimuth angle of -30° is calculated, the 
position of the sun may be plotted correctly in Figure 14a by 
measuring this angle from the -Y axis. This is because the (X,Y) axes 
coincide with the axes used to determine the solar azimuth angle. 
Measuring this angle from the -Y axis in Figure 14b would place the 
sun 20° from its actual position because the two axes differ by 20°. 
Procedure rotation will adjust the azimuth angle obtained in procedure 
Calcazimuthangle by 20° to -50° so that solar position may be found by 
measuring the adjusted angle from the -Y axis.
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Figure 14.
Position of the (X,Y) coordinate system axes 
relative to the axes used to determine solar position.
a) (X,Y) coordinate system axes coincide with the
axes used to determine solar position.
b) (X,Y) coordinate system axes do not coincide with
the axes used to determine solar position.
APPENDIX B.
a) (X,Y) Coordinate System Axes Coincide With 
axes Used to Determine Solar Position
♦Y axis
W ♦X axis
Z =
Mean Low Water
b) (X,Y) Coordinate System Axes Do Not Coincide With 
Axes Used to Determine Solar Position
♦Y axis A
♦X axis
Mean Low Water
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SECTION B7
Procedure Calcslope
In order to determine the position of a shadow produced by a 
structure, it is necessary to know the slope of the surface beneath 
that structure. Procedure Calcslope calculates the slope (alpha) of 
the marsh surface in the direction of the sun's rays. This slope is 
designated as positive if the elevation increases in the direction of 
the sun's rays, and negative if the elevation decreases in the 
direction of the sun's rays (Figure 15). If the azimuth angle is 0°, 
equation 12 is used to find the slope of the marsh (Figure 16a).
alpha = arctan (height of pier at seaward end/pier length) (12)
If the azimuth angle is +180° or -180°, the slope has the same 
numerical value found using equation 12 but with the opposite sign 
(Figure 16b). If the azimuth angle is -90°or +90°, the slope is 
assumed to be 0° (Figure 16c). For other azimuth angles, the slope of 
the marsh is found by determining the distance, R S , that the sun's 
rays travel across the structure, and height of the structure at the 
two points R and S (Figure 16d). Once these values are found, alpha 
is calculated using equation 13.
alpha = arctan (height at S - height at R/RS) (13)
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Figure 15.
Designation of the sign of the slope 
of a marsh surface.
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Figure 16.
Calculating the slope of the marsh surface 
in the direction of the sun's rays when:
a) the azimuth angle = 0°.
b) the azimuth angle = +180° or -180°.
c) the azimuth angle = +90° or -90°.
d) the azimuth angle is a value other
than those in a, b, and c.
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SECTION B8
Procedure Findshadow
Procedure Findshadow calculates the coordinates of the corners of 
a patch of shade using the height of the pier at each corner, the 
calculated solar position, and the slope of the marsh surface in the 
direction of the sun's rays.
If the slope of the marsh, alpha, is positive (elevation 
increases in the direction of the sun's rays), the distance away from 
the pier that the shadow is cast (d) is found using equation 14 
(Figure 17).
d = height / [cot(zenith angle) + tan(alpha)] (14)
If the slope of the marsh, alpha, is negative (elevation 
decreases in the direction of the sun's rays), the distance away from 
the pier that the shadow is cast (d) is found using equation 15 
(Figure 18).
d = height * tan(zenith angle) * cos(alpha) *
(cos(alpha) + [sin(alpha) * tan(alpha + zenith angle)]} (15)
Once d is determined, simple geometry can be used to find the 
(X,Y) coordinates of this edge of the shadow (Figure 19).
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Figure 17.
Determination of the distance away from a pier that a 
shadow is cast if the slope of the marsh is positive.
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Figure 18.
Determination of the distance away from a pier that a 
shadow is cast if the slope of the marsh is negative.
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Figure 19.
Locating the (X,Y) coordinates of the shadow's boundary 
once the distance away from the pier that the shadow 
is cast has been determined.
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Section B9
Procedure Inorout
Once the (X,Y) coordinates of the corners of a patch of shade 
produced by a specified structure are found, procedure Inorout 
determines whether a point of interest is inside or outside of the 
shaded area (Figure 20). In order for a point P to be within a shaded 
area ABCD (Figure 20), Yp must be greater than Y_ (or Y„) and less
r kj D
than Y^ (or Y ^ ) , and Xp must be greater than Xg and less than Xp.
Ya , Yg, Y ^ , and Y^ are known because they correspond to the Y values 
at the corners of the shaded area calculated in procedure Findshadow 
(Section B8). Equations 16 and 17 are used to determine X„ and X„.Cj r
If point P is found inside the shaded area, a variable 
representing the total number of hours that point P is shaded during a 
growing season is increased by 0.25 hours. These calculations are
Y e - mXE + b (16)
(Yp is known)
(17)
made at 0.25 hour intervals from sunrise to sunset of each day of the
growing season (see Introduction).
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Figure 20.
Determination of whether a point along a transect is 
inside or outside the shadow's boundaries.
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SECTION BIO
Procedure Report
Procedure Report creates a file which will contain the results of 
the program's calculations. The report contains the information 
entered by the program user and the number of hours that each point 
specified by the program user receives shade during a growing season. 
An example of a typical report is shown below.
Example of a report created by program Shadow. 
*Latitude= 37 DEGREES 15 MINUTES ( 6.50135E-01 radians)
upland
y
I d |
A o B 
I c | 
(0,0) D--k--C-
I I
 >
x
DOCK MEASUREMENTS:
*Orientation= 180 degrees 
*Width= 2.0 meters 
Total length= 30.0 meters 
Height at seaward end= 3.0 meters 
^Distance between A and D= 10.0 meters 
^Height at A= 1.0 meters 
^Height at B= 1.0 meters 
^Height at C= 2.0 meters 
■^Height at D= 2.0 meters
V orientation 
water
■^Coordinates 
Location 1: ( 1.0, 0.0) 
Location 2: ( 7.0, 0.0)
*Stems
5
15
Shade(hrs) 
728.25 
107.75
% reduction 
25.60 
3.78
TOTAL # OF DAYLIGHT HOURS = 2848.61
* user entered (other values calculated from user entered information)
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